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Student Disinterest May Facilitate Tuition Hike
by Bill O?Rourke

different areas. Salaries will increase by 1.5 million, restoration of

Last week, the final two open
forums on the proposed tuition increase were held. Attendance at the
meetings increased from two people
the previous week to a total of fourteen this past week. Ron lacobucci,
UGBC president, said the lack of
student participation has helped to
"weaken our position."
Peter Markell, student representative on the Budget Committee,
described the tuition problem and
presented ideas on how it may be
dealt with. During the past couple of
weeks, he said, the Budget Committee has been investigating means
by which the budget could be cut by
at least $1 million. With this reduction the tuition increase would be

Bapst Library will cost $500,000,
fringe benefits for employees such
as Social Security and Blue Cross
will increase $656,000, while other
expenses such as heating and
operating costs will rise by 1.625
million dollars.
A tuition increase of $225, along
with other revenue the university
will receive, still leaves a $1 million
deficit, according to budget figures.
The Budget Committee, however,
received word this past week that
the Jesuit Retirement Fund, having
reached its peak, could possibly
allocate $350,000 which would
reduce the deficit to $650,000.
Markell said he feels this amount
could be attained and. "thinks it is
important and possible for the increase to remain at $225 if not less."
Capital expenditures, foodservices, athletics, and salaries account for most of the remaining
amount of the deficit, according to

$225.

The budget for operating the university will increase from 56 million
dollars this year to an estimated 60
million dollars next year, according
to Markell. The 4 million dollar
deficit has developed in several
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sideration, it does appear that there
will be a tuition increase of at most
$225 for next year. lacobucci said,
"the $225 tuition increase is right on
target with the projected increase
which is based on a five year plan
taking into consideration a 6.6 percent inflation rate." He does feel
though that there may be a chance
the figure could be lowered.
"Unless the national economy
picks up there is really nothing we
can do unless we cut from already
established programs here at the un-

iversity."

Iacobucci Vetoes Caucus Bill
Joe Elliott
Last Friday UGBC President
Ron lacobucci vetoed Caucus
legislation that mandated a contract
be finalized between UGBC and
PIRG by October 29. The Caucus
has 10 school days to accept or
override the veto by a 2 3 majority
of the entire body. The Caucus expressed "anger at the irresponsibility" of-lacobucci towards the
Caucus in the refund procedure.
In an attempt to resolve the conflict, lacobucci, the Caucus and
PIRG representatives met on Friday afternoon. As a result of the
meeting clearly defined goals exist
as to what the refund process should
fulfill. Susan Mcintosh stated these
goals as "to maximize accessibility,
maximize information and
minimize harassment." Both sides,
PIRG and UGBC, are to submit
their proposals. Then, a resolution
will be attempted.
On Wednesday, October 20,
UGBC President Ron lacobucci
met with Mass PIRG in an effort to
resolve the problems surrounding
the refund process. As a result of
by

?
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committee members. Reductions in that a mandatory point-plan may be
money for salaries and athletics, adopted by the food services. This
however, seem highly unlikely. would save an estimated $25,000
Capital expenditures Markell said, and could reduce the food services
deficit of $100,000. There is also
could possibly be reduced if the administration would set up priorities some discussion, again, of
as to what improvements and eliminating the Kirkwood dining
changes the university actually refacility on South Street. This would
quired. Students have complained save approximately $40,000 per
that money is being wasted on such year. However, Markell said he felt
projects as the improvements made that we should, "keep Kirkwood
on Connolly House, the faculty seeing that it is such an important
center, and the construction of the
part of the South Street community."
barbacue pit near the Reservoirs.
With everything taken into conThere seems to be some chance

this meeting, both sides were to subthe refund process.
mit written proposals detailing the
The Caucus passed legislation
administration of the Mass PIRG calling "for an end to the dillatory
refund. On October 25, lacobucci methods utilized in the Mass PIRG
UGBC contract for funding by
submitted a proposal which he
believed was "consistent wtih the President lacobucci." Secondly, the
feelings expressed by both the legislation "mandates that a conUnder-Graduate Government and tract between UGBC and Mass
Mass Pirg representatives."
PIRG be finalized by October 29."
The proposal called for: I.) a four The bill further "decides that if, at
dollar Mass PIRG check' be that time, the contract is not
finalized, the negotiations will be
forwarded to every full time undergraduate student; 2.) an undertaken by members of the
enclosure stating the goals and Caucus appointed by the Chairpermethods of therefund process and a son and approved by the Caucus."
brief description of Mass PIRG. If
In another attempt to settle the
the student wishes to fund Mass issue, a meeting was held last ThursPIRG, he?she merely destroys the day. Present at the meeting
check. If the student wishes to representing UGBC were lacobucci
accept the refund, he?she cashes and executive assistant, Eric
the check.
Cowan. Representing PIRG along
After receiving the proposal, with Najarian were staff members
Malcolm Najarrian, a former exJon Sociweine and Susan Mcintosh.
ecutive board member of PIRG, Also in attendance was Caucus
stated the group was "insulted." chairperson Gerry Urbaniak. NaThis proposal was not consistent jarian termed lacobucci's earlier
with PIRG feelings. On Tuesday, proposal "a screwball idea." Susan
October 26, PIRG brought its case Mcintosh called the proposal "administratively infeasible." lacobucci
to the UGBC Caucus. Najafian requested PIRG be allowed to begin maintained his proposal was practical and feasible. He maintained
"all full time undergraduate
students are entitled to see their
refund." When the meeting ended,
the issue was still unresolved.

-

Carter, ReferendumsWin In Mock Election
by Tom Devaney

On Friday, October 29th, 496
members of the BC community cast
their ballots in The Heights mock

election, with Governor Jimmy
Carter winning by a very comfortable margin over President Ford.
Governor Carter received 239
votes which constituted 48.2 percent
of the ballots cast, while President
Ford brought in 197 votes good for
39.7 percent. Senator Eugene
McCarthy found 42 supporters, who
constituted 8.5 percent of the vote.
The mock ballot also contained
three of the crucial referendum
questions that appear on this year's
Massachusetts ballot. Question
number one, concerning the
proposed adoption of the Equal
Rights Amendment, which would
legally end discrimination for
reason of sex, received a favorable
vote of 491 to 71, with 84.5 percent
voting in favor.
Question number two, concerned
with the banning of all private
ownerships and sale of all handguns
in Massachusetts passed by a vote
of 296 for and 195 against; 59.7 percent voted in favor of the measure.
The third question, dealing with
the much-publicized bottle bill

-

which, if passed, would place a reOther schools comprised the
fund value of at least five cents on remaining 64 votes with Carter
all beverage containers sold in again receiving a majority of the
Massachusetts, passed by an votes. Faculty and Staff also backed
overwhelmingmargin of 364 to 124; Carter.
74 percent voting in favor of this
Despite this decisive victory by
question.
Governor Carter on the BC campus,
In a breakdown of the different the national scene is another story.
schools and how they voted is an Recent Harris and Gallup polls
added sidelight. The school of Arts show Carter leading President Ford
and Sciences cast 350 votes with by a slim margin. One source claims
Carter receiving the majority of this year's election to be "too close
votes. The SOM also supported
to call." Perhaps even closer than
Carter, but by a smaller margin.
the 1960 election between former

President Nixon and the late John
F. Kennedy.
The balloting took place in the
Eagle's Nest. During the election
supporters for Ford worked in the
Dustbowl while McCarthy and
Carter workers got out the vote in
McElroy foyer.
There were a number of write-in
candidates, with Gov. Jerry Brown
of California the only one to garner
more than one vote. Other
nominated Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller and Hubert Humphrey.

At the meeting held Friday,
two additional
ideas for redesigning the refund
process. One involved mailing a
post card to each student asking the
student to check off whether he or
she wanted the refund; if the person
asked for a refund, a check would be
written and forwarded. The other
idea designed to "get the word out
to people" aboutrefunds was to distribute to each student a $4.00
coupon redeemable at certain places
on campus. Neither of these ideas
was accepted.
lacobucci told The Heights he
will submit a "final plan" to the
caucus Wednesday night. "I want to
share my idea with the caucus for
their feedback before presenting the
idea to PIRG," said lacobucci.

lacobucci presented
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If BC is any indication, then Carter and thereferendums should win handily in Tuesday's election
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Events Deadline
PM

Thursday at 5

EVENTS

I Monday
10

-

3 pm. SOM Student Advise-

ment. Fulton, 2nd floor.

4 pm. Meeting of the French Club
(Le Cercle Francais) at Greycliff
halt, 2051 Comm. Aye. All
members, new and old, are urged to
attend, since plans will be made for
November's activities.
4 pm. Prof. John Heineman. Chairman of the History Dept. will give
an introduction to, and commentary
on, the film Triumph of the Will, a
propaganda film from the Third
Reich. The lecutre and screening,
sponsored by the Arts & Sciences
Honors Program will be held in
McGuinn Aud. All are invited.
5 pm. School of Education Senate
holds an open meeting every Monday in Campion 112. Everyone, expecially SOE students, is encouraged to attend.
6:30 pm. Important Organizational
meeting of the Cultural Committee
in McElroy I 20. All those interested
in working on the evening of
Chinese Culture please attend.
6:30 pm. SON Senate meeting.
Cushing 231.
7 pm WZBC Public Affair
Program, "On Campus" - What's
happening and who's making it
happen.
7 pm. Brief informative meeting for
Romance Language majors and all
students interested in course
offerings and programs for next
semester, in McGuinn, sth floor
lounge.
7:30 pm. PULSE Council (lass.
McGuinn I 17.
7:30 pm. SIMS Advanced lecture.
McGuinn 106.
7:30 pm. APO Lecture Series Richard Greene: Magic. Mysticism
and ESP. Haley House. All urged to
attend.
10:30 pm. WZBC 90.3 FM. Music
Makers present an interview with
Heart.

W Tuesday
9 am - 4 pm United Way Student
Campaign. Fund Drive and Film.
Give what you can: No donation too
small; McElroy lobby.
9 am. SON Parhmacology in the
70s. Murray Conference Room.
10 - 3 pm. Studnet Advisement Service, SON Counseling. Fulton, 2nd
floor.
11 - 2 pm. Student Advisement
Serivce, A&S Counseling. McElroy
Student Lounge
4:30 pm. Rap Session on OffCampus weekends. Resident Student Lounge, McElroy.
4:30 pm. World Hunger Meeting.
We'll meet again at 4:00 to work on
pains for the Fast For a World
Harvest. The regular meeting will
begin at 4:30 pm at Haley House.
6 pm. Paprof Feast of the VirginSlavic and Eastern Circle. Campion
Faculty Lounge.
6:30 pm. "Cross-Fire" There will
be debates on the referendum isseus.
6:30 pm. Judo Club Practice. Rec.
Plex.
6:30 pm. Council for Exceptional
Children meeting and a Creative
Dramatics Workshop. Cushing
Faculty Lounge.
6:30 pm. Public Debates sponsored
by Fulton Debating Socieyt.
McGuinn 1 !3.
7 pm. Self Defense Course of the
Women's Resource Center. Campion Aud.
7:30 pm. Scuba Club meeting.
Murray Conference Room.
7:30 pm. Informal French-speaking

-
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group, "Les Marroniers" will be
having a "Crepe" nite and short
slide show. Greycli'ff Hall, 2051
Comm. Aye.
7:30 - 12 am. Watch the returns at
the Rathskeller. We are pleased to
announce the arrival of our 6'XB"
Advent TV for your viewing
pleasure. Beer and wine for your
drinkingpleasure.
8 pm. Humanities Lecture. Walter
Kerr: The Remaking of the
American Theatre. McGuinn Aud.
Anyone interested in working at the
polls for the Bottle Bill Campaign
please leave your name with Mark
Weber or Mike Coughlin in PIRG
Office, McElroy 118. People especially needed at the hours: 7-10
am, 5-8 pm.

Wednesday
-4

pm. United Way Student
Campaign Fund Drive and Film.
Give what you can: no donation too
small; McElroy lobby.
9 am SON Pharmacology in the
70s. Murray Conference Room.
9 am. Education Policy Committee
; Election, UGBC. McElroy Lobby.
\u25a0 10 am 3' pm. Student Advisement
\u25a0Service. SOM Counseling. Fuloln.
2nd floor.
11 am - 2 pm. Student Advisement
Service. A&S Counseling. McElroy
Student Lounge.
12-1 pm. Brown-bag lunch series of
Women's Center. "Women as
Military Dependents." McElrov
213.
3 pm. Meeting of the German
Academy in the 3rd floor McGuinn
Lounge. The Year Book
photographers will be at this
meeting. Order of business includes
a film showing and the annual par9 am

-

-

ty.

3 - 5 pm. Psychology Caucus Social.
"Meet the Faculty." McGuinn, 3rd
floor lounge.
4 pm. Karate Club practice. Campion Gym.
4:30 pm. Investment Club meeting.
McElroy 114.
4:30 pm. Hillel, general meeting.
All are welcome.
4:30 pm. Offcampus weekend information for Nov. 12 -14 - will meet
for information in McElroy 226.
6 pm. Sophomore Premedical and
Predental students - general meeting
in Devlin 008. Written and
Statistical information about the
be given.
7
- featuring
Chuck McDermott and Wheat
Straw. WZBC Program.
7 pm. PULSE Kid Workshop.
Cushing 234.
7 pm. APO Lecture Series.
McGuinn. 3rd floor lounge.
7 pm. PULSE Supervisor's meeting.
McElroy 114.
7 - 10 pm. Information regarding
Law Schools will be available in
O'Connell Hall. All those with
questionsregarding Pre-law studeis,
as well as LSAT and admissions
procedures should drop by. Brought
to you by Pre-law Peer Advisement
Serivce, Gasson 117.
7:30 12 pm. Monty Pyton at BC
via the Rat's 6' TV screen. Cheap
drinks in a Bavarian atmosphere.
7:30 pm. Self-help Demonstration,
sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center. Haley House.
8 pm. The Italian Club is sponsoring
2 films concerning Mussolini's
speech of June 10, 1940. Both films
are in Italian and will be shown in
the Murray Conference Room.
8 pm. Symposium on Consciousness
and Enlightenment. Sponsored by
SIMS. "Is, Literature one of the
Paths?" - Prof. Richard Hughes,
BC. "Science and the Search for

-
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Unity," Prof. John Lewis, MIT. All
are welcome.
Spanish Club meeting - all members
should attend. Meeting at Carney,
Room 420. Discussion of first
Spanish Club party. All committee
members must attend.

M

L
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E»ents compiled by
Barbara Tarr and
Nancy Simpson

Murray House. Tickets, $1 and can
be purchased outside the SOM
library Mon - Wed. We are going to
have beer, spiked cider, munchies,
fondue, pies, games, and volleyball.

m

Sunday

8:00 am. Food Co-op Conference
UGBC. McGufnn 106. 108. 110.
111. 113. 117. 118. also 3rd and sth
floor lounges.
8:00 am. Food Co-op Conference. 5 pm. Delta Sigma Theta, a public
UGBC. McGuinn 106, 108, 110, service sorority will be sponsoring a
111, 113. 117, 118.
fashion show ("Dark and Lovely").
6:30 pm. "Spanish Cultural Show." BU. Shafman Union Ballroom.
WZBC Public Affairs.
7:00 pm. Israeli Dancing - Hillel.
7:30 pm. Women's Resource Center Cushing Faculty Lounge.
- "Being A Woman" Film. Murray 7:30 pm. Ethnic (Chinese) night
Conference room.
sponsored by Cultural Committee.
8:00 pm. John Sebastian and David O'Connell House.
Bromberg Concert. Roberts Center. 7:30 pm. LITTLE BIG MAN.
8:00 and 10:00 pm. LITTLE BIG Barry Science Center. Newton
MAN. Film Board. McGuinn Aud. Campus.
Starring Dustin Hoffamn and Faye 7:30 - 12 pm. GONE WITH THE
Dunnaway.
WIND. See it on the Rat's 6' TV.

Saturday

Thursday

9 am. Education Policy Committee
Election - UGBC. McElroy Lobby.
10 am. Information and Recruitment for the Big Brother Association. McElroy Lobby.
10 am - 3 pm. Student Advisement.
SOM Counseling. Fulton, 2nd
floor.
11 am - 2 pm. Student Advisement.
A&S Counseling. McElroy Student
Lounge.
12:30 - 2 pm. Asian Student Club
meeting in McElroy 1 14.
4:30 pm. Activities Funding Committee Meeting. McElroy 114.
6 pm WZBC Public Affair
Program - "Eagle Eye" - takes a
close look at BC problems.
6:30 pm. Judo Club Practice. Rec.
Plex.
7 pm. Yoga Class. Campion Faculty
Lounge.
7 pm. Mass PIRG. Small Claims
Court meeting. McElroy 114.
7 pm
WZBC Public Affiar
Program "Helping Hands."
7 :30 pm. SIMS Symposium on
Enlightenment. McGuinn Aud.
7:30 - 9:30 pm. The SOM Honors
Program-, seminar committee is conducting a Junior Year Abroad Information session. Higgins 307.
Anyone in the university who is interested is encouraged to come to
meet people that went abroad last
year.
7:30 - I 2 pm. The Provincetown Jug
and Marching Band comes to the
Rathskeller for one big night.
FREE.
8 pm. Continuation of Symposium
on Consciousness and Enlightenment. All students and faculty of BC
are invited to attend.
8:30 pm. Graduate Management
Assoc. Social. McGuinn. 5th floor
lounge.

-

Friday
9:00 am. AlphaKappa Alpha Social.
Reservoir Dorm Lounge.
9:00 am. Exhibit and sale of
Original Oriental Art in McElrov
Lobbv.
10:00 am - 3:00 pm. Student Advisement. A&S Counseling. Fulton, 2nd
floor.
11:00 am - 12 pm. A representative
from Syracuse University's Junior
Year Abroad Program will be
available to talk with interested
students in Carney 348.
11:00 am - 2:00 pm. Student Advisement. A&S Counseling. McElroy
Student Lounge.
2:00 pm. Gold Key. Nursing Student
Blood Drive Training Class.
McElroy 114.
6:00 pm. Social Committee
Meeting, Murray Conference room.
6:30 pm. Graduate Student Association Social. Philomatheia Hall.
6:30 pm. "Round up the Weeks
News" WZBC Public Affair.
8:00 & 10:00 pm.LITTLE BIG
MAN starring Dustin Hoffman and
Faye Dunnaway. Film Board
Movie. Mgn. Aud.
The Finance, Marketing, and Accounting Academies are having a
party! It's called Autumnfest. .at

.

.

DON'T FORGET TO
VOTE TUESDAY

ANNOUNCEMENTS
On Friday, Nov. 5 there will be an
exhibit and sale of original oriental
woodcuts, prints and etching in
McElroy foyer. Provided through
the office of Student Activities in
cooperation with Marson, Ltd. 10 5 pm.
Instead of flipping through the
pages of Vogue, come to the Continental Coiffures hair styling
demonstration in Reservoir Lounge.
Nov. 9 at 7:30 pm.
REQUESTING SPACE FOR
MEETINGS PROGRAMS OR
SOCIALS'1 Because of the very
high volume of requests, the Office
of Student Activities requests that
you adhere to the time requirements
in the Student Guide: 1.) application
for space ONLY must be filed 5
working days before function, 2.)
unusual arrangements must be filed
2 weeks in advance, 3.) are
minimum requirements - don't
guarantee space, and 4.) Applicants
should return to office of Student
Activities to obtain confirmation.
Tickets now on Sale at Ticket
Booth: Boston Celtics Discount
tickets - game against Los Angeles
Lakers. Nov. 10th. $5 tickets for $4.
"Bubbling Brown Sugar" at the
Colonial Theatre. Nov. 13th. "The
Royal Family" at the Wilbur
Theatre. Nov. 13th."Grease" at the
Shubert. Nov. 7th. "Cinderella"
performed by the Boston Ballet.
Nov. 11-14. Discount ticket
vouchers on sale. Semi-formal at
O'Connell - sponsored by SOM
Student Senate. Nov. 12th. Open to
all. John Sebastian-David
Bromberg Concert. Nov. 6.
"Is Graduate School Appropriatefor
Me?". ..a panel of speakers including: Frank Furey, Senior Personnel Administrator at Polaroid,
Donald White, Dean of the
Graduate School, and Weston M.
Jenks, Head of University counseling services, will present some
criteria for making that decision.
Tues., Nov. 9 at 7:30 in Higgins
304.
There will be an organizational
meeting of the Chess Club
on Wed., Nov. 10 at 7 pm. in
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. Those
interested may sign up on the sheet
in the Office of Student Activities.
Spanish Film Series. Memories of
Underdevelopment.A recent Cuban
film that portrays a disaffected intellectual in post-Castro Cuba.
(English subtitles).Wed.,Nov. 10th.
7:30 in Fulton 200. Free and open to
public.
Veteran work-study positions are
available in the Office of the Student Activiites, and the Career
Planning and Placement Office.
Contact Doug Knapp, Office of
Student Activities.

Food Night. A night of Hunger
education at Haley House. For info,
call x 3475. All invited. Admission
50 cents donation for Rosie's Place
in the South End of Boston.
Environmental Concentration
Students and Other Persons interested in environment: NEW
COURSE - Spring Sem. 76-77. PH
235 Current Problems in Environment - Seminar course dealing with
nuclear power safety, coal utilization, offshore oil and aerosols.
Prerequisite PH 171-172 Energy
and the Environment or permission
of instructor. Meets MWF at 12.
Limited to 20 students. Dr.

Goldsmith.

Second meeting of the Environmental Center will be held on Wednesday, Nov. 10, at 5 pm. in Higgins
423. All interested invited.
Xmas Jobs: The annual Christmas
Placement Unit - DES Placement
Hurley building,
Office,
iGovernment Center.. Interviewing
for sales and cashier positions in
downtown department stores. App,ly at the office, Mon-Fri. between 9
am and 4 pm.
Attention Psychology Majors:
Faculty advisement period for
registration is Nov. 1-9. All
freshmen, transfer, and students
who did NOT preregister last Spring must obtain faculty approval for
any Psych courses they want to take
during Spring term. Any student
wanting to change or add Psych as a
major must do so then.
Small Claims Court - Consumer,
landlord and other disputes up to
$400 can be taken to small claims
court without a lawyer. For info,
call x. 3515, Mon-Fri. 10 am 3
pm., or in McElroy 118.
Joshua Center is open. Peer
counselings, referrals, legal and
academic advice, general info. 12
pm 3 am. 969-8070.
The A&S Student Advisement Service and the SOM Peer Advisement
Group will be available to answer
any questions concerning courses
during the registration neriorl SAS
will be in McElroy Lounge, Nov. 2- 5
and Nov. 8-11 between 11 am and 2
pm. SOM will be outside the SOM
counseling office (2nd floor Fulton),
Nov. 1-5,8,9, 10, 12 and 15from 11
am. 3 pm.
THE GAY ISSUE: on the Boston
College campus: a rap group. For
info, on time and off campus location call the Chaplins office, x 3476.
Flu Immunizations. Students with
chronic disease, including heart,
lung, kidney and diabetes, please see
Mrs. Sullivan at the University
Health Service, Cush. 142 for info,
on flu immunization.
Raffle for Navajo rug valued at
$500, Nov. 1-12 in McElroy Foyer,
2 for $1.

-

-
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News Analysis

Referendum: Getting Both Sides of the Issues

by Christine Bresnahan, Mary Phil

Guinan and Robert McGrath
This is the final section of a
special two part Heights series on
the 1976 Massachusetts referendums?Pros and Cons. This week
we will be looking at Questions 5
through 9. The Heights strongly
urges all members of the BC communitvto vote tomorrow.
REFERENDUM #5
BANNING
PRIVATE HANDGUNS
Text Summary: prohibits the sale,
ownership or possession of any
weapon less than sixteen inches long
from which a bullet or shot can be
discharged. This would not apply to
army or law enforcement personnel,
museums or federally licensed
sellers. It does not apply to hunting
rifles or shot guns. Owners of
handguns would have six months to
surrender their weapons and would
receive compensation. The law
would not change existing penalites
regarding handguns.
PRO
The case for the measure is cited
simply in the first line of Rep. Peter
Harrington's minority report to the
State House - "The pistol or
handgun is a weapon designed to
kill a human being." Hence, according to the proponents of the law
such as Harrington and Middlesex
Sheriff John Buckley (organizer of
People vs. Handguns), the handgun
has no place in the private sector.
The point to FBI statistics that
show over 50 percent of the murders
committed in the US have a
handgun as the weapon and state
that an average of 63 people a day
are killed by handguns. Many of
these deaths, whether murder or ac-

-

at home and among
families and friends.
CON
The opponents of the ban. lead by
GOAL (Gun Owners Action
League) and various Mass, police
patrolman associations, including
the ever vocal Boston PBA. state
that the law will only hurt the
average citizen by taking away one
of his?her forms of defense for
family, home or business.. They
claim that criminals will be able to
get handguns illegally regardless
and are certainly not going to
"surrender" their guns. Opponents
also state that it is every citizen's
right under the US Constitution to
"bear arms." The> further point out
that the bill does not state where the
compensation for the gun owners,
estimated to be in the 40 million
dollar range, is going to come from.

cidentul. occur

ANALYSIS
The last few weeks of the campaign have seen this referendum
battle turn into a real slug-fest. Opponents of the measure have been
blasting away at the cost factor of
the ban. and seemingly have had a
great effect on the opinions of Gov.
Dukakis who supports the ban but
has publicly stated strong reservations about the cost. Common
Cause, a supporter of the measure.
has charged that GOAL has been
"laundering" out-of-state money
from gun manufacturers to help
with their ad campaign. Despite the
mud. polls show the measure enjoying a ten percent lead in the Yes
vote over the No vote.
REFERENDUM #6 . CONTROLS
ON BOTTLES AND CANS
Text Summary: Requires that every
beverage container so 1d in

Wanna Dance at Roberts?
by

Robert McGrath
Are you addicted to "Soul

Train?" Weaned on "American
Bandstand11 " Feel you can outboogie, hustle or bus stop the best of
them? "Gotta dance. Wanna
dance!!?"
Well now's the chance to see just
what thosefeet can do.From Friday
Nov. 19 at 6:30 pm to Saturday
Nov. 20 at 6:30 pm Boston
College's Roberts Center will be the
sight of the First Annual Dance
Marathon for Multiple Sclerosis.
The event is being sponsored by
WCOZ-FM and the BC Gold Key
Society as a benefit to raise funds to
fight MS, a crippling disease of the
central nervous systems that affects
thousands of Americans, especially
young adults. Contestants in the
marathon will be aiding the battle to
find a cure for this disease in a unique way - by strutting thier stuff to
rock, reggae, and disco for twentyfour hours.
According to Shane McDermott,
President of the Gold Key Society,
the Dance Marathon is "the
National Multiple Sclerosis
Society's largest even of the year."
WCOZ will be providing guest DJ's
and live coverage. Numerous bands
will be appearing, including some
"very well known ones," along with
stars from the sports and entertainment areas, and there will be lots of
free food and refreshments for the
dancers. There will be a first prize of
two $250 scholarships to the winning couple, numerous other prizes
in the various runners up categories
(including records, nights on the
town, dinners etc.) and an as yet unannounced grand prize to be
awarded from a drawing among all
contestants.

All College students in the
Eastern Massachusetts area are
eligible to enter. BC "hoofers" can
pick up their registration forms at
the Gold Key office in McElroy
Commons. All contestants must
return the forms to the MS office, in

BC's case the Gold Key office, by
no later than Nov. 12.
Teams
ask
business
organizations, clubs or individuals
to sponsor them by pledging a certain amount of money per hour. In
order to qualify, a team must
guarantee that they will bring in a
minimum of $100 during the 24
hour period. Additional revenue will
be earned by WCOZ listeners pledging to their favorite team by calling
to special marathon phones set up at
Roberts Center, Hence money will
be raised to research a cure of MS
while contestants simply dance
away the hours
McDermott told The Heights that

Question: Do

Massachusetts (except containers
for dairy produce and fruit juices or
viodegradablecontainers) have a refund value of at least five cents.
PRO
"Clean up litter and lower costs
to the consumer" is how Mark
Webber, a member of the BC
chapter of Mass. PIRG and coordinatorof the drive here for Question 6. describes the effects of the
Bottle Bill. Mass. PIRG. CPPX
and the other groups supporting and
working for the question say that in
states where bottle bills have been
passed litter of containers has
declined as much as 83 percent.
Supporters claim that returnable
bottles will not cause beverage
prices to rise and that instead of a
loss of jobs, according to a Federal
Reserve Bank Study there will be a
net increase of jobs in
Massachusetts of between 97 to
1380. This increase will come about
because of the need for truckers,
clerks etc. to handle the How of
returnablebottles.
CON
The Committee To Protect Jobs
and the Use of Convenience Containers is the main group fighting
the measure. The committee almost
entirely financed and staffed by
member of the bottle industyr. As
their name implies, they slate that
the bill would mean the loss of over
a thousand jobs, a loss to the
Massachusetts economy of between
73 to 147 million dollars. They say a
price increase of large proportions
on beverages would also be likely.
According to this group the effect
on litter wouldbe negligible us there
are no new penalties for littering "Instead of penalizing the slobs, the

he hopes the dance marathon will
raise between "ten to twenty thousand dollars for the Mass. Chapter
of the Multiple Sclerosis Society"
and that it is expected that over two
hundred couples will compete. Over
twenty other colleges are supporting
the event along with such BC
organizations as WZBC and The
Heights. It is also expected that the
event will garner local and possibly
national media coverage as well.
So get your wheels in gear and
hurry to the Gold Key office and
fillout your registration form. If
you're not a dancer remember spectators are welcome and admission is only $1.

.

referendum attacks the beverage
container industry whose products
are but one item of the 10,000 items
available in non-returnable
packaging. ."
ANALYSIS
To say that the fight overt the
Bottle Bill has gotten dirty is a little
bit like stating the Yankees lost the
World Series - the issue is so blatant
how can one miss it. There have
been charges by those opposed to
the measure that pro-Bottle Billers
have distorted the truth; one area of
controversy is the afore mentioned
Federal Reserve Study (some Bottle
Bill proponents have supposedly
stated that the FRB had come out in
support of the bill). However, the
real area of alleged "dirty tricks"
has been among the Bottle Industry
and its mouth piece organizations.
It is estimated that they have spent
over one million dollars to defeat
Ihe bill through heavy advertising
and media blitz. Charges have been
filed with the Attorney General's office claiming that much of this
money has come from out-of-state
businesses (Coors brewery is one example), a funding area which is illegal under Mass, election law. The
Bottle Bill proponents have also
charged that their opponents have
run ads which are "factually false"
and the US Environmental Protection Agency has asked the Committee to Protect Jobs to cease running advertising and literature that
falsely quotes an EPA study showing increased costs. The literature is
still being distributed and virually
every Coke bottle in the state carries
a sticker proclaiming the alleged
false information.
Despite the blitz of the bottle industry and therelative lack of funds
available to the pro bottlers, it
seems that the bill may pass. Media
investigation into the alleged industry infraction has been heav\
and has substantiated many of
Mass. PIRG's claims. The voters
may show tomorrow that it takes
more than slick ads and money to
convince them.
REFERENDUM § 7 - UNIFORM
ELECTRIC RATES
Test Summary: Imposes a general
requirement that every electric utility company charge a uniform electir
rate to most users of electricity.
PRO
Proponents of the act claim that,
due to the substantial discounts
allowed the "bulk" electricity users,
residential users and small
(continued on page 4)

Voices From the Dustbowl

know what the Radical Snowball Underground is? If so; would you support this group which would use radical means to
halt the proposed tuition increase?
you

Denise Murphy A&S '77
/ have no idea.

Anthony Roberts A&S -78
/ got the information yesterday.
I want to participate and join the
association. Ifeel as though it will
definitely have some means of
achieving our goals in terms of not
letting the administration of BC
get away with the raising of the tuition. Because it is definitely going
to be a very great problem with
some of the students that want to
attend BC. As it stands now, with
the cost of living going up and
everything, it's just going to be

hard.

James La Paglia A&S '79
Yes, the radical snowball movement is about the tuition increase
and they want to force the tuition
strike. I think that it's a good idea
ifmost of the students respond, but
ifnot, it's a waste of time.
(would you support radical
means to halt the increase?) It
depends on the situation, if other
students do I will.

Phil Dorsey A&S '78
/ heard of the organization
through The Heights, and I would
definitely support a student strike.
I think we should have a mass student demonstration; picket lines,
rocks, andbottles.

Photos by Don Maloney
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Caucus Should Override Veto
Investigation of the impasse which has arisen concerning the Mass. PIRG refund procedure has raised serious questions as to the lacobucci administration's
motives during-negotiations with Mass. PIRG.
Throughout the Mass. PIRG negotiations. lacobucci has justified his actions
in terms of maximizing student welfare. It is increasingly evident to The Heights
that, in this case, lacobucci equates student welfare with banishment of Mass.
PIRG from campus, despite the fact that the Mass. PIRG referendum passed
with 80 percent of the vote.
We attribute lacobucci's stand with his belief that Mass. PIRG does not spend
the money in a manner which directly benefits BC students. We do not attribute it
to the obvious personality clashes existing between lacobucci and PIRG
negotiator Malcolm Najarian.
Before a solution to the problem can be reached, the parties involved must
forthrightly define their conception of the refund mechanism's purpose. The
Heights thinks that it is to provide the student who does not wish to support
Mass PIRG with part of his/her student activity fee, the opportunity to get
his?her money back. It should not be designed to encourage every student, who
would like an extra $4 for spending money, to collect a handout from Mass.
PIRG. We believe that all three refund mechanisms proposed by lacobucci are
inappropriate for that reason.
Therefore, we urge the caucus to override lacobucci's veto of their proposal to
transfer responsibility for negotiation with Mass. PIRG from lacobucci to the
caucus, and, to design a refund mechanism which will assure students who do not
wish to support Mass PIRG a fair opportunity to obtain a refund.

Commentary:

Increase Shows Need
Referendums: Both Sides Tuition
For Long Range Planning
(continued

from page 3)
businesses have been paying the bulk of the
electrical costs. Passage of the act, they
calim, will save residential users 10-20percent and small business up to 35 40 percent
on their monthly bills. According to Mass.
Fair Share, although large industries', rates
will go up costs will still remain only a
minute fraction of these industries' crating

ANALYSIS
To a large extent, this is a big business vs.
individual consumer issue. The opposition is
funded almost entirely by corporate money
usually donated in amounts of $9,500. Mass.
Fair Share's smaller, though still substantial funding was acquired through their
door-to-door canvassing. 80 - 90 percent of
their aggregate was donated in sums from
around $3.00 - 5.00.
Recent polls show the public to be evenly
divided on the issue although recent signs indicate that the momentum may have shifted
to those opposed to the passage of the
Uniform Rate Bill. Both sides still anticipate victory and admit that it is still too
close a contest to predict.
REFERENDUM #8 OIL REFINERY AND
DEEP WATER PORT
Text Summary: Non-bindingadvisory question to determine whether construction of an
oil refinery and deep water port is supported
or opposed by the people of Massachusetts.
PRO
Th» rationale for building an oil refinery,
according to research done by Representative David J. Mofenson's office, is to
create more jobs, possibly attract more
businesses, maintain an assured supply of
crude oil and cut the high fuel costs for this
oil starved region.
A deep water port wouldbe necessary (if a
refinery were built) to receive the super
tankers which by 1985 are expected to
transport 57 percent of the U.S. supply of
crude oil.
CON
The ecological impact of an oil refinery,
can be immense, according to the same
report from Mofenson's office. For the
smallest capacity refinery which can be
built, according to a 1976 draft report on oil
-.refineries prepared by the Office of Coastal
Zone Management, "Up to 11.3 million
gallons of water would be needed daily for
cooling and for refinery processes...The
cooling water is warmer when discharged
and may cause damage to aquaticlife...up to
3500 tons of particulate matter would be
emitted into the air yearly from such a
plant...sulfer oxide emissions would range
from II to 47 tons daily..."
The dangers of deep water ports lie mainly with the super tankers, which the Mofenson report says have proven to be awkward
to handle, and built with hulls "all too thin
for the hazards...they may encounter." The
possibilities of oil spills, then, are very real
and could havedisasterouseffect on both the
fishing and tourism industries in New
England.

-

costs.

A key argument for the act is that it will
provide a strong incentive to industry to conserve energy. Thus the need for construction
of new power plants, the largest single factor
in rate increases of past years, will be
diminished.
Threats of job loss, the Fair Share people
claim, are basically scare tactics and not
founded upon fact. According to Mark
Dyen, Mass. Fair Share's Research Director
for The Uniform Rate Bill, the opposition's
estimates are based upon the "econometric
model," a model designed for planning tax
policy and not equipped to predict the
effects of changes in energy costs. "The
model." Dyen stated "is being used to create
the worst possible picture."

CON
Opponents of the Act claim that the increased costs would be too much for industry to absorb. They predict that as many
as 35,000 jobscould be lost as a result of its
passage.
The Council for Employment and
Economic Energy, the Act's key opponent,
emphasize the crippling effect the legislation
could have on a firm's ability to compete
with out of state businesses. They also insiste that the initial savings to the consumer,
in the form of lower electric bills would be
quickly offset by the higher prices which
hospitals, schools and supermarkets will iffitiate in response to their own higher electrical costs.
Harold Murphy, BC's Energy Manager,
said his research indicated that BC's electrical costs would increase by about $300,-000, almost 28 percent. If this cost were
passed on directly to theiitudentst it jjwould
break down to about $35.?00 p?r student.

ANALYSIS
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the general adof constructing a refinery and
port. If a specific proposal for such constuction were made, according to the Secretary
of State's office, it would be subject to approval by the communities directly affected.
Although this is a non-bindingreferndum, a
vote of approval could prove to be a political
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Robert McGrath
Every society, institution or community
has its rituals. Boston College is no exception to this and every autumn two of the
more interesting annual occurences can be
observed. The first is our traditional
"pigskin" build up accompanied by subsequent letdown. Just as surely as September
brings cries of"On to the bowl games" the
bleak month of November finds the Eagle
faithful huddling outside Alumni stadium
asking "Why didn't they throw more?"
The second ritual of the Heights also occurs around the same time but in a some
what different arena. It is the catch-all event
for the dwindling numbers of BC student
radicals and is known by the name of "student trustee." Every year UGBC asks for a
student to be placed on the Board of
Trustees and just as regularly that motion is
denied by said Board. This action and its
reaction has become such an expected ritual
of University life that many Heights editors,
administrators, and afore mentionedstudent
radicals would probably go into shock if the
outcome was ever different.
What is the purpose of my atlempt at
Chestnut Hill sociology? The reason is thai
there is one part of the ritual that holds for
me great fascination, especially in light of
the proposed tuition increase. It seems that
every year the lines spoken in the "student
trustee" occurence are the same. From the
undergraduates the call is for a chance to
"rule our own destiny!" From the Trustees
the reply is that a student would not have the
best "long range" interests of the school at
heart, that a student would be concerned
only with his-her class and that a student
would not have the objectivity to formulate
the overall policy and direction of Boston
College. Only the current Trustees, many
with business connections to the University,can have that true objectivity for long
range policy planning.
There is much to be said for and against
that argument but that is not the point I
wish to make. The real problem is not who is
doing the long range policy making at this
Univeristy but rather is their any long range
policy here at all?
In justifying the proposed tuition increase
the administration has pointed to national
inflation as the culprit. According to Dr.
Campanella, John Smith and even budget
committee member Peter Markel nothing
by
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can be done to bring down the costs of
education at BC till the prices of everything
else in this country are lowered also. It is an
outlook that is admittedly bleak.
What does economy have to do with long
range policy planning at this institution?
Plenty - although it is evident that neither
the Trustees nor the Administration have
ever really stopped to answer that question.
Despite the poor turnout at the UGBC sponsored open budget meetings the suggestions
of the few students present were quite interesting, if not always based on reality. One
woman said that we should eliminate the infirmary altogether. There were the usual
calls for curtailment of bigtime sports at
BC. What was raised by these suggestions is
what is this university going to be like in the
next ten, twenty or even thrity years? What
type of students will go here? What type of
educational reputation will BC have?
With the proposed tuition increase and
the prospects of further increases every year
there is a strong possibility of Boston
College becoming vvhat my friend Mikey
from Southie calls "another playground for
spoiled rich kids." Is it better to cut possible
student inducing programs, such as big time
athletics, than to price BC right out of the
range of the middle class? If the economic
outlook is dismal than how will this institution deal with it? What are Boston College's
true priorities and goals?
These are questions that need answering.
If the Trustees think they know the goals
and purpose of the institution then let them
publicly explain them to students and
prospective students. If not, then it is time to
start defining them and planning for the
future, taking into account the national
economicrealities. A long range policy planning body is needed. Input must be gathered
from all members of the BC community.
The fact that everyone seems to want and
expect something different from BC is a sign
indicative of our troubles. As the saying goes
"you can't please all of the people all of the
time." This school, like the country, is
changing. Resources are no longer limitless.
If BC is to survive as a liberal arts University and be fair to its students, what it will
offer tomorrow must be planned for today.
The tuition increase and?or cutbacks are
proof that policy planning, taking in
economic and human factors, does not exist
now.
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NEWSBRIEFS

What?s Next for BC in Phase II

Much Ado About the Flu

McCue
BC faculty together with parents,
teachers and administrators from
Boston School district 3. have initiated programs and activities to
help institute the desegregation
process in District 3 schools.
In direct response to Judge
Arthur Garrity's May '75 court
order. BC under the direction of
SOE Professors George T. Ladd
and John F. Kelly, proposed a
network of special classroom
courses and training programs,
some of which went into effect last
year. The proposed project for next
year includes both continuing
programs and new ones, all of which
resulted from formal and informal
evaluation last year.
One of the proposed programsfor
this year is the "Special Diagnostic
Classroom." One of theseprograms
have been developed for the elementary, middle school and high school
levels. This program will provide intensive diagnostic services for
students with academic and
emotional problems. The codirectors of this program are Kelly
and Ladd.
The Generic Special Education
Training Program came into being
after the implementation of a law,
which
called
for
the
"mainstreaming" of children with
learning problems into regular
classrooms. Generic specialists
needed broader prescriptive skills
because of the law, and the "acute
need" for the program became evident. This program proposes to
teach the children, provide supervision and practice for trainees, and to
further train diagnostic classroom
teachers. The program, coordinated
by SOE professor Dr. Jean
Mooney, includes involvement of
parents of various community
groups in screening candidates,
program planning, and assessment.
Two new programs which have
been proposed are "Parent
Training" and "Outreach." The
program, coordinated by Dr. Francis J. Kellv. is designed to increase
parent involvement and communication with the school, and to
provide support for other parents in
order to bridge the gap between the
home and the school.
The program will help parents to
be aware of services available to
them, their parental rights, and the
school offerings and programs.
"Parent Outread" will also better
enable the involved fifty parents to
work with other parents who may
have negative attitudes or reluctance to become involved in their
children'seducation.
Another proposed program is
"Diagnostic Prescriptive Reading
Training," co-directed by John F.
Kelly and George T. Ladd, and
coordinated by Dr. John Savage.
The program, geared toward
reading instruction in the
classroom, is aimed at those

Dr. Arnold Mazur. director of the Boston Colllege Health Services,
has recently announced the dates for the free swine flu immunization
clinics. 1500 doses of the vaccine are available but according to Mazur.
more can be obtained should the runny noses, high fevers and aching
muscles so desire. Those with an allergy to egg protein are advised not to
get the shot. Furthermore, special clinic hours will be available for those
students with chronic illnesses.
The free student clinics for the general student population will be held

.

at Cushing Infirmary on:

November 23. . .7 - 9 pm.
November 30. . .7 - 9 pm.
December 7. . .7-9 pm.
November 9. . .7 9 pm.
November 16. .7 9 pm.

Innocolations for students with chronic illnesses (high risk group) will be
available any morning from 9-10 am.
Students who intend to receive the vaccination are asked to pick up the
consent form at the infirmary prior to getting shot. Students under 18
need parental consent.

The Merchant

of Menance?

'

The Radical Snowba Underground (RSU). in an attempt to mobilize
student support to prevent the tuition increase, has recently distributed a
flyer to all members of the student body explaining their position and
calling for support. The anonymous snowballers. in a letter addressed to
the major administrators, demanded that the proposal for the $325 tuition hike be dismissed and that the Board of Trustees immediately seat a
student with full voting privileges. Should these demands not be met by
November 16, 1976 the RSU will call for a general strike of all students
and faculty on Tuesday, November 16. In the flyer distributed to the
students the RSU stated that "the administration is being allowed to
assume that the average BC student is meek and submissive. One day of
massive non-cooperation will convince them that we will not stand for
their BULLSHIT!'" In addition, the snowballers have disclosed their intention to picket the members of the Board of Trustees and encourage the
students to withhold their second semester tuition. They (he?, she?) have
also indicated to the administrators that they "will resort to further activities which will disrupt the daily administrative process", should their
other actions prove ineffective.

The Taming of the Shrubs
by Tom Zygiel

Shrubs, bordering the O'Connell side of the Kostka dormitory,recently received a major cutting. Many of the shrubs have been cut both in size
and width, which has drasticallyreduced the entire area once covered.
Residents on the first floor of'the dorm feel the shrubs, strategically
located beneath windows, provide two noteworthy purposes: they add
beauty to the Upper campus complex and provide privacy to theresidents
in their cozy little nest. The majority of residents expressed concern over
the cutting of the shrubs, because they felt their own privacy had been
devastatingly reduced to a point where, as one resident put it, "any
passer-by can easily and non-chalantly look into the rooms." Although
most of the students major concerns revolved around privacy, others
thought that their possessions could be in jeopardy. One student said "I
feel all my possessions are in a display case", and another thought he
"was greatlydistracted away from his studies."

All?s Well That Ends Well
by Nicholas Morris
Dr. Marianne Martin, chairperson of the Fine Art department,
assured students last week that the Films Studies program will continue.
There had been talk of disbanding the film studies program of the
department, but Dr. Martin, chairwoman of the Department assures that
"it will continue. Under absolutely no conditions will it be disbanded."
The film studies professor, Dr. Ostrach, is leaving at the end of this
year, and students had expressed concern that this would mean the end of
film studies. Professor Schiel, who teaches film making, was also confident that the program will continue, but urged all interested students to
petition Fr. Charles Donovan, Dean of Faculty, for a replacement for Dr.

Ostrach.

The Film Studies Program was formally an independentproject offering only electives, but this year it was anchored in the Fine Arts Department. Thousands of dollars have been spent on new equipment this year,
and Dr. Martin can not believe that the film courses would be discontinued. However, film making is expensive, and students can expect to
spend a minimum of fifty dollars in the film making courses. Dr. Martin
wants the film courses to continue, for she asks "how can you study
modern art without knowing something about film?" Later in the year,
students should know more certainly what the exact future of the film
courses shall be she said, but they will continue.
The Fine Arts department has moved to Barry Science Pavilion on the
Newton Campus, and many of the old science labs have been remodeled
to house sculpture, painting, ceramics, photography, and film studios.
Unfortunately, the excellentfacilities are remote, and seniors working on
special projects compalin of the locked doors at night and on weekends.
Despite the complaints, Dr. Martin said that "we have a tremendous
opportunity with our new facilities we are perhaps the finest department
in New England. Studio Art and Art History are practically our only
remaining civilization. They have a humanizing effect, and are most im-

-

portant for

students."

ministrative assistant to George T.
Ladd, stressed trie importance of

elements which will remain working
in the system long after the completion of the project, and is not a
direct student service but is training
for the teachers.
In the first phase of the program,
48 teachers participated in a model
program. In phase 2 they will return
to their individual schools and
provide in-service training for other
teachers.
For all programs there is evaluation and monitoring which provides
both formal and informal feedback.
The committee, headed by Ronald
L. Nuttall, does not dictate, but
offers on-going and summaritive
recommendations.
There is also a Steering Committee consisting of the presidents
of the involved universities. This
committee is headed by Fr. Monan.
In. addition to the funded
programs Ladd said, BC would like
to provide other activities for the
students involving the chorale,
theatre and media-departments and
others.
"?
Ms. Maida Broadbent. ad-

by Mary

.

cooperation and understanding
between all parties. She is pleased to
see that already the project has had
a lot of district support and a good
rapport with the community.
The project is very extensive and
demands a lot of extra work from
the involved BC faculty. Dealing
with such a large district, BC has
had to overcome problems, such as
communication, but according to
Ladd, they forsee a successful
future.
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Where can you get Pepsi, Ginger Ale, Pepsi
Lite, Orange, Grape,

Root Beer and Diet
Pepsi for a low, low 25

cents?

For answer, turn paper
upside down.
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A College Degree
and no plans?
Become a
Lawyer's Assistant
and put your
education
to work.
If you will
be receiving your
and entering

.

soon
degree
a
job market which has not yet met your expectations
Here's your invitation to another opportunity: The world
of the legal assistant. You can be trained to be a skilled
member of a top legal team with the potential for an
outstanding and active career.
Give yourself an advantage by attending Adelphi University's Lawyer's Assistant Program which is accredited by the American Bar
Association and attain the skills plus the credentials that count in
the legal community.
Specialize in: Employee Benefits?Estates, Trust and Wills?Corporations?Litigation?Real Estate and Mortgages?or become a Generalise
A representative from Adelphi University's Lawyer's Assistant
Program will be on campus on November 8 from 1:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m. at the Placement Office to meet interested students.
For more information contact the Placement Office or the
Lawyer's Assistant Program, Adelphi University, Garden City,
N.Y. 11530 (5161 294 8700 Ext. 7604.
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DAY PROGRAM
Spring 1977
D Summer 1977
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February 14-May 13
June 6-August 26
\u25a1 Fall 1977?September 26-December 16
EVENING PROGRAM
Spring-Summer?March 8-September 1, 1977
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IN COOPERATION WITH
THE NATIONAL CENTER
FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING
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ADELPHI UNIVERSITY
Adelphi University admits students on the basis of individual
merit and without regard to race, color, creed, or sex.
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Ever wonder what your favorite author, composer, artist, psychologist,
economist, philosopher actually looked liked?
Now you (and everyone else) can find out.
I
Available for the first time a series of classic renderings, silk-screened
let your individual self run amok!!!
|on 100% cotton domestic T-shirts
Give one to your favorite professor!
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ART
Botch
Escher
Klimt
Parrish

LITERATURE
Blake
Bronte sisters
T.S. Eliot
Hesse
Kerouac
Melville

MUSIC PSYCH/SOC. ECONOMICS

Orwell
Bartok
Poe
Ives
Ayn Rend Mahler

Rimbaud Varese
Thoreau Vivaldi

Perls
Reich
Skinner

Keynes
Malthus

Ricardo

Smith
Veblen
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Verne
WiW«
$5.00 each, includes tax and postage.
P.O. BOX 232, NEWTON CENTER, MASS. 02159
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?Hollywood On Trial?

Would You Now
Paid To See A
by Linda Dowling

Do the names Alger Hiss, Joe McCarthy,
the Hollywood Ten and the House UnAmerican Activities Committee ring a bell?
As young people of the '70's these names are
probably unfamiliar to many members of
the Boston College community. But in the
late !940's and early 1950's those same
names were household words. All "were
associated with the Communist 'Red' threat
that swept the United States following
World War 11. This fall, two movies and one
book have been released examining the
effects of Communist paranoia on the
American public. Arnie Reisman, a member
of the Speech-Communication faculty at
Boston College, has written one of the
movies, Hollywood On Trial.
Hollywood on Trial, is a documentary
depicting the House Un-American Activities Committee hearings of the late
1940's in which scores of Hollywood personalities were questioned. The big question
was: Are you now or have you ever been a
member of the Communist Party? Ten men
refused to answer the Committee on the
grounds that it violated their civil rights under the first amendment. They were found in
contempt of the House Committee and sent
to jail.The fate of the "Hollywood Ten" (as
they were dubbed) and the effect the
hearings had on their professional and
private lives then and now is presented
through old newsreels, film clips of the
HUAC hearings and contemporary interviews.

RUGBY:
More Than A Sport
-- A Way Of Life
by Fran Gilpin

The song on the radio was too appropriate. The Cincinnati station announcer
had decided to play the Guess Who's "Hang
On To Your Life," just as the ass-end of our
car with us in it was being hoisted onto the
hook of the Gary's Auto Body Shop tow
truck. We were in the upstate town of
Oneida, New York on the State Thruway
and it was now close to 11 o'clock on this
Friday night. We had been travelling for
about six and a half hours on our way to
Cortland Sate College for the start of a
rugby tournament there which featured
among its four entries, the Boston College
Rugby Club.
As it turned out, our transmission was not
gone (as we had feared) and the car would be
fixed in less than a day. Still, my travelling
companions, BC ruggers all three, decided
right-then-and-there that this was going to
be one of those typically insane BC rugby
trips. And so it was.
The tow-truck driver, a rather pleasant
fellow whose nickname "Killer" did not
quite fit him, pointed us in the direction of
the nearest barroom as soon as we hit down-

town Oneida. It was there that we spent the Massachusetts group looked shaky in the
next few hours sucking down the native beer, first half, perhaps because they could not

Utica Club Cream Ale, while waiting for
some familiar face to rescue us and
transport our clan to the final destination.
We finally made it to Cortland around
3:45 am and immediately stumbled into the
first dormitory we saw. The lounge in the
building would have been a nice place to get
whatever remaining sleep was left to be had
before we would have to rise at nine for
breakfast, but for some unfathomable
reason, a half dozen or so Cortland co-eds
and their mates insisted on preparing a late
night?early morning snack of lasagne on
the dorm's only stove which happened to be
located in the lounge. So much for pre-game
sleep.
i he Cortland College rugby field could
pass for a cow pasture with lines on it. The
earth was hard and stiff, numbing wind
forced me to throw my sleeping bag over the
winter coat which I already had on. After an
hour, I couldn't feel anything below my
ankles.
The BC "A" teams opposed the home
squad in the opening round action. The

'

overcome the initial shock of a woman officiating the contest. The second half found
the Eagles making an impressive resurgence,
only to come up short in the end, 13-12.
Between games, I went over to thereferee
and asked her the question.
"What am I doing in a place like this? I go
to school here. And I'm coach of the
women's rugby team."
"Women's team????" I stammered.
"Sure, and we're pretty good, too," she
offered, now noting my interest. "We've
been to national tournaments in Indianapolis and Denver. They guys don't
wanna play us now."
Karen (the referee) was shocked to find
that BC only gives its men's team $50 a
year. "The girls here get about $600. The
Cortland men get something- like $1900.
They take pretty good care of us."
The BC men took the consolation game
from the Binghamton club team, 13-0, as
Cortland won the championship from St.
John's. It was nearly dusk by the timeall the
games were completed, so ceremonies were
postponed until the rugby party that night.

"Palm Gardens: The official rugby bar of
the Cortland Red Dragons." It said as much
right on the wall in the backroom of the
place. The pub definitely had a small
college-town atmosphere. It reminded me of
the places Ricky Nelson's band used to play
in on the old Ozzie and Harriet
shows. Plaques, photos and other rugby
memorabilia decorated the seedy woodpaneling of the establishment and bumper
stickers, with such traditional rugby warcries on them as "Give Blood - Play Rugby"
and "It Takes Leather Balls To Play
Rugby," were scattered about.
Cortland players were manning the door,
collecting a buck to cover the price of the
kegs, as our group came in around eight
o'clock. After travelling close ot 350 miles
to get to Cortland, many BC players considered this monetary demand very bad
form. Quite a few of them simply walked
past the guards, some uttering a vivid phrase
or two in order to accurately convey their
disgust.
As we entered the Palm Gardens, we confronted a sight that set the tone for the entire
evening. Six Cornell rugby players, with

r Have You Ever

ocumentary?

Watching the film, it is hard to imag
thekind of paranoia gripping the Hollywr,
community at that time. The Cold
fostered the belief that Communist sp
were lurking behind closed doors, j
waiting for a chance to overthrow
government. Anyone remotely associa
with Communism was suspected of treai
and considered dangerous. Several actors
and writers joined the Communist Party
the Thirties for various reasons, only to
haunted by the move 20 years later.The f
touches briefly on the Communist popuk
ty of the Thirties via old newsreels. But

ost frightening aspect of the Communist
reat. as shown by the film, is not the threat

self, but the Communist witch-hunt it in)ired.

"Bait on Trumbo was one of the
lollywood Ten. In one clip from
Hollywood on Trial." the Chairman of
HJAC asks Trumbo the big question,
'rumbo does not answer, but replies that the
Committee has no right to ask the question.
What follows is a shouting match as the
Chairman pounds his gavel to dismiss
Tumbo and Trumbo "goes on to state his
lonstitutional rights. Identical scenes occur

Climber
?Because It?s There z

MAXS EALS
HIGGIN
Ed Chase
"Many people have tried and failed. It i<y
an easy mission by any chance. Howev
there comes a time when one must do tl
which can rarely be done."
It is there, staring nastily and brutaf!?
quiver with fear from just looking at t
Arpu
\u25a0 colossal, threatening obstacle.
Boston College, it is called The Higgins?
Stairs, yes, that insurmountable mount:
of concrete. Before attempting my climb
must check my equipment and provisio
Climbing boots, goggles, and mask - cto»
insulated parka - check, ropes and pTcl
check, food and water check, school boc
- check, Boston 200 flag - chet
autographed picture of Father Monar
check. There will be no more delay; desti
has called!
Off to an enthusiastic start, I
first step successfully. Yes, this mount!
will be mine. I grip the handrail and lur
my body ahead two more steps. Theji;
drail is cold and biting, but my grip is sfro
and secure. Now a bit more-confident, I c<
tinue upwards, fighting the many desci
dants coming down the mountain. The fro
ing winds seep through my ski maSk, sdt
ing my face. Yet I push forward, slowly
reach a plateau in the midst of this tortut
climb. 1 do not stop to rest here, fearing i
known dangers. By this time my feet Tie
become numb, yet they remain my ba
support. I make a terrible mistake by
creasing my speed to two or three steps "
time. A cramp develops in my right tl
and I stumble and fall. My canteen
fastens and drops down to the base <jf
mountain. I hear it hit bottom, and I'm

STAIRS

by

-

,

only their shoes, socks and bikini-bottc
BVDs between them and an indecent*
posure rap, were playing follow-the-lead
"human train" style?each person havi
his hands on the hips of the fellow in front
him. As the parade proceeded past us at c
location in the crowded bar, we noticed w
the last link in the "train" was. A fern;
rugby fan a silly grin and all her clotl
still both safely intact was keeping
as the procession went out the front door.
"What the hell is this?" I muttered
myself.
A BC player beside me turned a
laughed. "You don't think we travel all tl
way to freeze our asses off playingrugby,
you? This is why we really come."
The Gennesee keg beer was good-ar
cold, so the buzzes were coming unusua
fast. And when the buzzes start to arrive, t
rugby songs cannot be too far behind. *1
four teams and their fans (female as well
male) crowded into the backroom. Ea
team was called upon to serenade the ths£
with at least one composition. The old ste
dardscamefirst - "The Twelve Days of

-

-

,

it was not me. Struggling to my feet I feel 80
pounds overweight. I struggle along for
awhile quite well, but it can't be that easy. I
must stop at the next plateau. I faintly hear
little voices inside me, cheering me on. I try
fcr respond, but my lips have cracked, bled,
frozen, and cracked again. At this point, I
think I would rather turn myself over to.
Nazi interrogators. I understand the scenery
is beautiful, but I can't see it; my eyes have
watered, and the cold has sealed my lids
:ogether. Onward I go, pushing and pushing
wore until I collapse from exhaustion. I
need inspiration, so I reach for thepicture of
Father Monan and ask myself, "Would he
quit now?" "No," I scream within my soul,
'he wouldn't have started to climb it in the
'irst place." Nevertheless, I crawl upwards,
getting more power from my stomach
huscles than from my feet, which have
ibandoned me. I stretch out my left arm to
eel for more steps. Are there no more?
Regenerated with this hope, I scuffle
orward, but stumble over another mutilated
)ody lying on the last plateau. I feel like
oining this poor soul, but no, I must reach
he summit before eternity. Dumping all unlecessary gear, I move upwards again,
lower than a crawl, feeling as though there
s no more oxygen to be breathed. I hear
oices as I approach the final step. My ear[rums burst; my heart is failing. My body is
ust about useless. My mind is delirious and
.ading.
said I made an heroic climb, and
said my stamina was unmatched. They also
said I suffered the worst possible torture,
and that I conquered Higgins, almost. Yes,
almost.

.

Rugby" vocalized to the tune of"The
Twelve Days of Christmas," McCartney's
"Yesterday" was slightly altered to "Birth
Control." Later, each team tried out new
jjiaterial. That was one of the advantages of
long-distance rugby trips, I was told,
because a team can learn new numbers to
add to its musical repertoire. The words, of
course, would probably not be the same as
Qipse found in your averageSunday service
hymnbook.
About halfway through the recital, I
spotted Karen the referee. She was singing
and looked to be having a grand time. I went
over and asked her what the women'srugby
parties were like.
"Oh, they're just like this. The girls carry
a tune better though. By the way, does BC
have a girls' rugby team?" Now it was my
turn to laugh.
She smiled faintly, "Yeah, that's what I
thought." The tall, athletically-built woman
paused for a moment. "Well, if they ever do,
Slave 'em call us. We'd love to go down to
Boston to play them. .Would you do that?"
"Oh, I will," I answered.

*

.

with the other nine defendants.

Admitted Communists were forced to
name other party members. Any suspected
Communists were placed on a black list and
denied jobs in Hollywood for many years.
Interviews with the Hollywood Ten today
show how the blacklist worked then and how
it. is still in effect today.
Arnie Reisman claims that as late as
1973. the effects of the blacklist were still being felt in Hollywood. For instance, he says
that 20 minutes of The Way We Were is
missing. The scene cut from the movie is the
trial of the character played by Barbara
Streisand. She is called in for questioning as
a suspected Communist. Reisman goes on to
say that before 1970 the producers of The
Front the other recently released film about
Hollywood in the Fifties, found it hard to
get money to finance their film because the
topic was too controversial.
Hilton Kramer, in an article in The New
York Times on October 3, 1976. writes that
Hollywood on Trial is an oversimplification
of the House Committee hearings. The film
reduces the hearings to a battle between the
"good guys" (the Hollywood Ten) and the
"bad guys' (HUAC). It seems that Mr.
'Kramer misses the point of the movie.
Hollywood on Trial attempts to show how
an unfounded fear, the overthrow of the
government by Hollywood Communists,
grows to a mania that ruins the lives and

professions of thousands of artists and their
families. »
Kramer believes that the film is sympathetic to the Hollywood Ten. He is right
in that most of the interviews in the film are
with the surviving Ten. The only
knowledgeablespokesman for the other side
is the detective for HUAC, a man named
Wheeler. When asked why more of the
HUAC members were not interviewed,
Reisman explained that most of the committee members were either dead, could not
be found, or were nursing phlebitic legs in
their California seaside villas. A lawyer for
the committee, Robert Stripling, was contacted but he would not reply.
Hollywood on Trial is narrated by John
Huston, who ties together the several newsreel sequences and old movie cuts shown in
the first half of the film. The historical half
of the documentary is well-paced, the choice
of cuts pertinent and interesting. But the
latter half of the film, the contemporary interviews, tends to drag. The interviews are
not as visually stimulating as the variety of
sequences shown in the beginning of the
film. The attempts to break up the
monotony of one-on-one discussion by staging interviews on a beach or in a director's
backyard are not enough. But this is one of
the problems with any documentary - trying
to keep the film moving and the audience
awake.
However, Hollywood on Trial is not a boring film. It deals effectively with a subject
that is relatively unknown to this generation,
but which is slowly receiving national attention in the wake of Nixon and Watergate.
The Front, Lillian Hellman's new book
Scoundrel Time and the American tour of
the Rosenberg children should also spur interest in the subject matter. But Hollywood
on Trial is a documentary. Will the
Americanfilm audience buy a ticket to see a
documentary?
"Yes, says Arnie Reisman. "What else
are you going to see?" Reisman points out
that since Jaws and One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest, there have been no big box
office hits. "Documentaries start to look
better" when the industry is "dry." The
biggest money maker in the Boston area at
the present time, according to Reisman, is
the documentary on Idi Amin at the Orson
Welles in Cambridge. Idi Amin Dada. It
seems that the time is ripe for the documentary. Reisman predicts that "we haven't
seen the peak of it yet."
Hollywood on Trial opens in Cambridge
at the Orson Welles and in Boston at the
Charles Cinema on November 3.

Author-interviewer Arnie

Reisman(r) with blacklisted writer, Millard l.ampell.
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THE BEAUTICIAN
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by Joe Hudson

1 can style your hair and set it.

/ Cfl" £'v* you curls.

that's known throughout the world.
ca R uaran,ee your hair
ls R"' nR
s,ay place.
I would never make the claim
it's going to help yourface.
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This Saturday

BROMBERG & SEBASTIAN COMING
This Saturday, November 6, at 8:00 pm,
the BC Social Committee will present a concert at Roberts Center featuring David
Bromberg and John Sebastian.
Bromberg, an accomplished and talented
session guitarist and violinist for many
years, is a master ofmany musical styles, including folk, blues and bluegrass. He also
has a knack for taking worn-out schlocky
pop songs, like the Fleetwoods' late '50's
tune, "Mr. Blue," and converting it into
something meaningful and moving.
Bromberg has a flair for the humorous, too,
and he accompanies it all with some of the
tastiest guitar licks around. Helping him out
will be his band, a group of five musicians

David Bromberg

who have with time become more and more
of an integral part of Bromberg's act.

Appearing with Bromberg will be John

Sebastian, whose previous reputation as the

'

leader of The Lovin' Spoonful in the mid'6o's has recently been overshadowed by his
Number One disclick, "Welcome Back,"
the theme from TV's Welcome Back, Kotter
show. Like Bromberg, Sebastian has
become a major concert performer since the
Spoonful split, appearing on college campi
from coast to coast to rave notices.
Tickets for the show are $4.50 ($4.00 with
BC ID) and are on sale now at the BC
Ticket Booth.
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P. Albert Duhamel-One Thing Leads to Another

by Evan S. Marshall

Professor P. Albert Duhamel is a

prime example of the saying, "One
thing leads to another." He is both
college professor and journalist, and
has even been a TV personality. He
likes, he says, "to get in as many
careers as possible."
Duhamel began serving on the
BC faculty in 1949 as a professor of
English, having received his AB
from Holy Cross College in 1941,
his MA from Boston College in
1942, and his PhD from the University of Wisconsin in 1945. In 1954
the Philomatheia ("lover of learning") Club, an organization active
in support of BC and whose leader
was a Mrs. Roberts, after whom
Roberts Center was named, contributed to a fund in support of a
professorship, and Duhamel was
offered the endowed chair. His
professorship remains the only endowed professorship on the BC
campus.
Duhamel's television career actually began on the BC campus.
"When WGBH was still only an
FM station," he remembers, "they
would put courses on the air. I
remember one year we had a course
on the English Romantic poets from
the top floor of Lyons Hall. I think
there were only about eight or ten
students. We sat around a table with
a microphonein the middle, and the
whole course went right on the air."
In 1956, when WGBH-TV went
on the air, a book program was
begun, and because of his radio connections, Duhamel was asked to be
the show's moderator. I've Been
Reading, a weekly program, was
broadcast from 1956 to 1963.
This exposure led in turn to
Duhamel's journalistic career.

When the book editor at the Boston
Herald and Traveler died in 1965,
Duhamel was asked for his advice
on how to change the newspaper's
book page. "I went down, and as the
French say, 'There's nothing more
permanent than the provisional.'
Since then he has been the Herald's
book editor, being responsible for
the book page every Sunday and
various other columns during the
week. He says of this work: "If
you're writing for a newspaper
you're literally writing for the
wastebasket, because people will
read it and it goes into the
wastebasket by the end of the day.
And yet, you have to write more interestingly, more rapidly, than if
you are writing a book that's going
to have a long shelf life."
Duhamel's other literary
achievements include several books
on prose, rhetoric, and literature;
critical essays (one recent subject
was the writer Flannery O'Connor),
mainly on Renaissance books; and,
of course, many book reviews. He
has also served as a book reviewer
for the New York Times as the
specialist on historical novels.
For three years he served on the
Pulitzer Prize juries for the novel
and the non-fiction book, for which
he read over 70 novels in six
months. For one year he was a judge
for the National Book Awards in
the biography category.
In recent years Duhamel has
added travel to his list of interests,
visiting former BC students from
abroad. Three years ago he and his
wife went to Malaysia to see one of
these students, a young woman who.
on returning to southwest Asia,
became the first woman to teach
publicly in Baghdad. Iraq, where

there have been restrictions on
women's holding such positions.
That same year another student met
the Duhamel in Bombay, and the
following year they went to Delhi to
meet two more former students,
then on to Katmandu, Nepal.
Last year Prof, and Mrs.
Duhamel traveled in Africa, spending a week on safari within 100
miles of the Angolan border. They
slept under double-perimeter
barbed-wire fences while the South
African Army conducted patrols to
the Angolan border.
They were in Johannesburg two
weeks before the recent outbreak of
violence there, and they were in
Entebbe ten days before the capture
of the Air France jet. Two years ago
they were in Bangkok on the night
of the Mayaguez incident, and they
"found it advantageous to get out of

very quietly and
rapidly. .We've been very, very
lucky. We've never felt actually
threatened, but there have been
moments when it was very unpleasant."
town

These and other experiences have
provided material for various travel
articles for the Herald, and
Duhamel plans to continue this
facet of his career. His most recent
project is a series of eight public lectures presented this semester at the
Boston Public Library, for the
National Endowment for the
Humanities. The theme of these lecture is the Changing Literary Tastes
in Post-World War II Boston, and
through a combination of his TV
program and the Herald book
pages. Duhamel says, he has been a
witness to these changes, which he
feels are "astonishing. Up until

around 1944 they were banning
books in Boston, the last book to be
banned being The Strange Fruit, by
Lillian Smith. When you look at
this book and compare it with
what's available today, it's unbelievable they banned it." He plans
to use his gathered material for a
new book.
Duhamel's career is a manyfaceted one, a career adequately
notable to land him a place in Who's
Who. When he is not jogging every
morning in the neighborhood of his
Dover home, or driving to his office
at the Herald to inspect his mail,
which can consist of 50 new novels a
day, he is most probably at BC,
perhaps teaching his courses in the
literature of Shakespeare and of the
Renaissance. "As far as teaching
here is concerned," he says, "that's
been the happiest, the most continuous experience of my life."

Army

Lesniak

Professor P. Albert Duhamel.
TUTORS AVAILABLE FOR ALL MINORITY STUDENTS
FREE-CONTACT:
Monroe Moseley
Director of Minority Affairs
Ext. 3358
or Marilyn Tyson
Chairperson of Academic Student Affairs
964-9411
ALL MAJORS FOR INFO: GASSON 205
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Bookstore to Act on Thefts
lockers broken," Durkin said.
It is obvious that the bookstore
can't keep pouring money into
repairing the lockers or getting new
ones, so another solution must be
found. Durkin will probably have
the locks repaired on last time and
then put a metal barrier across the
lockers at night which would be
removed when the bookstore
opened in the morning. This would
make it much more difficult for
students to damage the locks.
Whereas only one or two students
have talked with Durkin about the
theft problem. Father Hanrahan.
Dean of Students says that five or
six people have already come to see
him this year. Hanrahan finds it
hard to believe that students have so
little respect for each other that they
would steal each other's books. He
feels, however, that "a controlled
corrider is simply not feasible."
Although Durkin's planned
barricade may not "look good",
Hanrahan agrees that it is probably
the best solution to the problem of
protecting the lockers, which in turn

protect the student's property. According to Hanrahan it is a "small

$22"

group with criminal intent" who are
responsible for the stealing. He feels
that people should be warned
against leaving their books un-

Pump Tap

The Tuition Research and Information- Committee (TRIC) formed
one month ago by the UGBC
Caucus, has organized a program to
gain support for theirfight against a
tuition increase.
The Committee, whose purpose is
to investigate the proposed tuition
increase and to involve students in
opposing this increase, set up a
recruitment table in the McElroy
foyer on Wednesday, October 27th.
According to Committee spokesperson Dan Lorenzetti and member
Chris Nicoll, the group is trying to
find students to participate in the
movement and to get an idea of how
many students are interested in it.
Lorenzetti said that the proposed
$325 increase was a minimum figure
and that it does not include possible
increases in housing and meal costs.
Nicoll added that "the goal of the
Committee is not to lower the increase but to do away with it
altogether." Nicoll and Lorenzetti
feel that there is a definite waste of
funds being made by the university
that have not been revealed because

of a failure of the administration to
give the committee access to the
budget records. The committee
members feel that the anti-increase
movement is quite serious and said
it is a part of a national movement
in universities moving against tuition increase. Lorenzetti said their
movement is well-organized and
growing in popularity. 395 students
have already offered their time to
help in promoting it.
Questionaires have now been sent

Captain Ken Watson of the
Boston College Police offered a
different solution to the problem.
He suggested that a student on work
study act as protector of students
property. As a student enters the
bookstore he wou'gl let a number
from the student on work study who
would in turn place the items on an
assigned shelf with that number.
When the student returns the
number he would get his books back
from the shelf. Watson added that
since the college only pays 20% of
the expenses of a work study student, the cost would be minimal and
jobs would be opened up to those
students interested in work study
programs. This would eliminate the
problem of the lockers and would be
the most "fool proof system of
protection.
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receiving. Lorenzetti and Nicollsaid
that if the response to the
questionajre is favorable, the goal of
doing away with the increase completely would not be extremely difficult to achieve.
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out to all students at BC. These
questionaires are designed to
produce an accurate estimate of the
total support the committee will be

Rising prices affect everyone, especially we college students,who
must scrape up every last penny so
that we can take the trolley to the
BPL every Friday and Saturday
evening. Well, we at the Heights
know what it feels like to be poor.
But, we're doing something about
these exorbitant prices. Yes, right
here in McElroy 113 you can buy
your canned sodas for 25 cents.
Yup, you read right-just 25
cents.(P.S.-let your coins drop
completely before making your

Imported from Canada
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TRIC Studies Tuition Hike
by Peter Ryan
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by Caryl Huston
Recent thefts of student's
belongings outside the BC
Bookstore have prompted a Heights
investigation into the matter.
All books, large purses, knapsacks and briefcases must be left
outside the bookstore. They may be
put in one of two places: the unprotected wooden cubicles or the
70-odd lockers adjacent to the cubbyholes, 90% of which are broker.
Bookstore manager John Durkin
is particularly interested in the
protection of student property and
realizes that the ripoff dilemma is a
problem that has been emerging
over the years. In response to a
question concerning what can be
done to solve the problem of theft.
Durkin said, "there are enough
lockers available to accommodate
the amount of people who are in the
bookstore at one time, but unfortunately they have been abused in
the past." Although the locks have
been repaired several times over the
years, people steal the locks off the
lockers leaving "almost all of the
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Criminal Justice Series Opens

SYMPOSIUM ON CONSCIOUSNESS
AND ENLIGHTENMENT

Lisa Mahoney
Bill Goudas, former nonpaying
guest of the Massachusetts Correctional System for over twenty years
and co-director of the year-old
Cambridgebased Prison Education
Program, presented the first of a
three part series on the criminal
justice system in Fulton 412 last
Wednesday.
The series, sponsored by Pulse
and Haley House, is structured to
"provide information and direction" to those interested in becoming involved in the fight for justice in
the corrections system.
Wednesday's session consisted of
a short talk by Goudas, a slide-tape
show and a question and answer
period, all geared to "give you a feel
for the situation."
Goudas' manner was relaxed and
casual. He began by sectioning the
group into hypothetical categories
of alcoholics, poor blacks and upper
class businessmen and questioned
them as to whatkinds of crimes they
thought they might commit.. This
led into a slide presentation with an
audio track was made up of conversations with prisoners and their
families about prison life and its
by

Sponsored by the SIMS Club of Boston College
Wednesday, November3rd
8:00P.M. McGuinn Auditorium
Richard Hughes, Professor of English, B.C.
John Lewis, Professor of Earth and
Planetary Sciences, MIT
Principle Planning Committee
Member Overseeing all NASA
Thursday, November 4
8:00 P.M. McGuinn Auditorium
Daniel Baer, Associate Professor of Psychology, BC
Steven Rubin, Massachusetts State Coordinator
for the TM Technique

,

ADMISSION FREE

HERE IT IS!!!!!
Graduate Student Social

Friday, November 5
7pm-12:30

(continued from page 4)

-

NO ADMISSION

FREE BEER
Bill's House of Pizza
Spaghetti

Delicious Pizza

Hot Oven Grinders

Largest Selection of Subs

753 Beacon Street
Newton Centre

REFERENDUM # 9
SUNDAY
CLOSING LAWS
Text Summary: Non-binding
referendum to determine whether
people favor or oppose the Sunday
opening of certain retail stores, including package liquor stores.
PRO
Proponents of a repeal of the
Sunday closing laws argue that
much of Massachusetts' retail
business is being diverted to New
Hampshire which has no Sunday
closing law. Governor Dukakis has
come out in support of a repeal
because of the possible increase in
state sales taxes - a predicted yield
of $5 million annually, according to
his office. In addition, it is argued
that the state economy will benefit
from increased employment and
business hours.
Consumers would be given
greater flexibility jn choosing when
to shop and where, say proponents.
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tended to complete the series.
The program will continue on
November 10th to explore the corrections system through film and
discussion. The third part, to be
presented on the 17th. will be conducted by Evie Torrey, co-director
of the program, and will deal with
the ways one may become involved
with prison reform and abolition
programs in Massachusetts.
Both meetingswill be held at 7:30
pm at a location to be announced by
poster and through The Heights.

Pirg Refund Issue
Still Undecided
by

Nate Holt

After several rounds of debate,
the Mass PIRG funding controversy was left unresolved at the UGBC
Caucus meeting last Tuesday night.
Mass PIRG representatives, exasperated after negotiations with
UGBC President Ron lacobucci,
came to the caucus and requested
that they be allowed to begin refun-

Question 9:BlueLaws

Open to ALL Grads

964-1116

effects on the individual and those
close to him.
Goudas spoke of brutality by the
guards and prisoners and the
prevalence of death. He stressed the
psychological effects of surviving in
an "inhuman situation."
Of the forty students who
attended Wednesday, many were involved with Pulse programs or taking a course in some aspect of
criminal justice. Those questioned
after the meeting were generally
pleased with the program and in-

ding procedures. Malcolm

.

Na-

jjarian. spokesman for PIRG.
termed Iacobucci's proposals "off
the wall" and "an insult." Iacobucci
had recently proposed that "a four
dollar Mass PIRG check be
forwarded to every full time undergraduate student. .if the student
wishes to fund Mass PIRG, he?she
merely destroys the check. If the
student wishes to accept the refund,
he?she cashes the check." PIRG
proposed that the refunds be administered, as in the past, from an
office in McElroy and with independent oversight.
The Caucus, calling Iacobucci's
actions "dilatory", unanimously
adopted a resolution stating that it
would assume control of the Mass
PIRG negotiations if they have not
been satisfactorily completed by
October 29. Iacobucci, however,
vetoed this resolution on Friday
afternoon. While the Caucus can bring budgetary pressures to bear on
President Iacobucci, it remains unclear whether they can take direct
action. As of now, however, PIRG
remains unfunded.
In other actions, Chris Nichol
lambasted his fellow caucus
members for failure to provide
leadership. "Productive partnership
in the government of this university
is not being offered to us by the administration." he said in part,
"When are we going to demand it?"

Opponents also argue that
smaller stores, unable to compete
with larger stores which can better
afford to be open on Sunday, will be
forced to close. The smaller, higherpriced convenience stores which are
allowed to stay open on Sundays use
Sundays to make up for the business
lost to chain stores during the week.
These stores also might be forced
out of business if the repeal went
through.
Such opponents of repeal as the
Massachusetts Grocers Association
feel there is no positive proof that
the state would benefit from Sunday
tax revenues, as many people would
still hop in New Hampshire to save
excise and sales taxes.
ANALYSIS
The results of the vote of
Massachusetts "blue laws" will be
taken into consideration by the
legislation next year. Last year the
legislation rejected a local-option
The UGBC caucus is supposed to
repeal of the statutes which date receive monthly reports of all
cabinet - level activity in the undergraduate government from
UGBC Executive Secretary Jim
Gilbert, and to date none have been
received. President Iacobucci
promised that the September and
October reports wouldbe submitted
at the next Caucus meeting, on a
regular basis in the future:

.

"

Finally, the Caucus appointed
back to 17th century Puritan Lee Tescone as SOM represenprohibition against work on Suntative, following Frank Nemia's
day.
resignation.
Although the question is designed
A '64 blue Chevy pickup was
to point up popular support for
stolen last Thursday evening from
abolition of the Sabbath no-work the back of 145 Chiswick Rd. The
law, according to The Christian
owners would appreciate the return
Science Monitor, observers feel it's
of the personal contents of the
likely the Puritans stance will be upheld truck if at all possible, including
books, clothes, etc. Please return to
PAUL TIERNEY says that the office of REGISTER OF DEED
| back porch or call 782-7463.
too important TO YOU to be part of her POLITICAL

CON
Both small and large grocery
store owners havebeen advocating a
no vote on question 9. Large
grocery store owners warn that consumers will end up paying more for
retail goods because stores will run
up higher costs, mainly through
higher energy consumption.

is
HOPSCOTCH GAME!
YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE!
TIERNEY
Louise Day Hicks, Candidatefor
PAUL

.

I.) Boston School Committee-Nine
Years
2.) Boston College, A.B.
3.) Suffolk Univ. Law School, J.D.
4.) Boston State College
i?.
c \ Attorney-at-Law
a..
5.)
6.) Land Court Examiner
7.) Member-Massachusetts. American
and Boston Bar Associations.
8.) National President, Council of Great
City Schools
9.) Captain U.S. Marine Corps
10.) Married, Ten Children

1965-Boston School Committee
1966-State Treasurer
1967-Mayor of Boston
1969-Boston City Council
B Ston
ay r

!o^'^
°
1972-Congress
1974-Conlress° °

1975-Boston City Council
1976-Register of Deeds
1977-Boston School Committee???

Tierney for Register of Deed Committee,
Frank A. McDonald-Chairman

VOTETIERNEY
paid political advertisement

WANTED:
Part time

doormen and
bartenders

Apply at
Great Scott
any Wed. or Fri.

afternoon

Great Scott

1222 Commonwealth Ave.
1100
Athletes Preferred
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Service Liquor Mart
1700 Comm. Ave.
Brighton, MA.
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All interested members of the Boston College community are invited to attend.
The dates, times and locations for the seminars are as follows:

Monday, November 8th at 7:30pm in McGuinn Auditorium

I

"The University Budget: An Overview"

1

3.99

Dr. Frank B. Campanella
Executive Vice President

with this ad or BC I.D.

KEGSPECIAL
SCHLITZ
I SCHLITZ
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24.95 xeR

22.95 '! I^S
22.95 '= ke*
j TUBORG
MICHELOB
31.29 .keg
discountavailable on
! multiple keg orders (3 or more)
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j
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Monday, November 15th at 7:30 pm in McGuinn Auditorium

j

"The Budgeting Process"
The University Budget Committee

Monday, November 22nd at 7:30pm in DevlinAuditorium

j SCHLITZ
-

!|

5.99

t case of 24 12 oz. cans

with this ad or BC I.D.

j

There will be a series of open seminars on the second, third and fourth evenings of
November for the purpose of discussing the University Budget
for 1976-77 and 1977-78.

nu,n

imported from France

I VODKA
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"Selected University Budgets:
An Analysis and Discussion"

Brighton
782-5060

Open 7 Nights-7pm to lam

Boston's NEW College Pub

Monday ? Au drinks half price all night 6' TV Screen Monday Night Football
Tuesday ? OPEN BAR all night - Featuring Gordie Milne - $4. cover
Wednesday 12 oz. Mugs of Schlitz-25 all night with the "Fabulous Pharoahs"-sl. cover
c

\u25a0-
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|Thursday thru Sunday - ALL drinks half price 7 to 9 j

Thursday ?Au

-

drinks half price 7to 9 All bar drinks 75 c 9to 1 Draft 35 c 9to 1
Featuring "The Great Rubber Band" $1. cover

Friday-- Tne Cape's Newest Hit - "Spring Rain"- no cover
Saturday Incomparable Jim Plunkett - no cover
Sunday ?12 oz. Mugs of Schlitz 50 9to 1 - all bar drinks 75 9to 1 - $1. cover
?

c

"IRISH NIGHT"

c

- McTaggert's, Doherty Sisters

SCOMINGSOON- FantastfcDJ." SuliiVar

-
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Boston College Social Committee

Boston College Social Committee
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David

JONATHAN EDWARDS

BROMBERG

Wednesday evening

NOVEMBER 10
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SEBASTIAN
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BrSV'tl

SATURDAY EVENING

HSIn/
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I
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ROBERTS CENTER
$4.50 without I.D.

$4.00 with BCI.D.
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2 SHOWS-7:3OPM and 9:30 PM
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Second Show $3.501

At door, night of concert
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UGBC Election Committee

The Cultural Committee Presents:

Educational Policy
Committee (EPC)
Elections

I CHINESE NIGHT!
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3
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VolleyballKeeps Improving
As Soccer Gains Experience
by Bob Holmes

set 20-18 in extra points.

Women's volleyball. I've got to
admit the sport doesn't conjure up
great names of the past. I mean
who's ever seen a volleyball star doing a commercial for Breck cream
rinse? It just doesn't happen. Maybe
it should though, for the lady's of
that unknown game certainly
deserve recognition and praise for
the work and effort they put in.
Third year coach Tanny Capobianca says, "Volleyball is not a sport
that's really known around here.
Everything is hockey and football.
Nobody ever comes to our games,
but our girls put out and have to
rearrange their schedules for practices, and they do get discouraged
when they don't get coverage."
The team so far sports a 6-3
record that could be a lot better.
Coach Capobiancasays, "We lost a
couple of matches we shouldn't have
but we're a young team and that will
happen." Junior co-captain Angie
Banks says, "We have a lot of
potential that has not shown yet, but
we are a better team this year."
Their best effort this season was
against Boston University when
they extended the 8-0 Terriors to
three sets and went down in the final

Volleyball would not be in the
same category as the typical
stereotype of a women's athletic activity. In fact, one of the-most common terms in the sport is "KILL".
Team work is also a necessity in
volleyball. Coach Capobianca says,
"You have to have all six individuals working together. Its hard
to do though with all the different
personalities involved."
So what have we decided?
Volleyball is a sport at Boston
College, and it is alive and well
despite a lack of fans and the scarcity of ink spilled in its behalf. Who
knows, after this article, can a
Breck commercialbe far behind?
continued on S4

"I remember my first year I was
here three years ago." coach
Capobianca states, "only twentyone kids came out. Last year it was
up to twenty-nine, and this year
forty-two kids came out. Some girls
are even asking for volleyball out of
season." In addition, from
December to May, team members
Geri Delly and Patti Brady play on
a United States Volleyball Association team.

Stephanie
Martin
BC's Glen C riola tries the middle but is forced outside. Wildcat defense bottled up Eagles all day.

Villanova Churns By Eagles, 22-3
Joe Filice
Visions of national recognition
and post season promises were virtually wiped from the minds of the
BC football team and their faithful
last Satruday in Philadelphia as
Viilanova
stunned the Eagles,
22-3.
BC's patented ingredients for
victory; a controlled offense geared
to the run and a staunch defense
worked perfectly- for Viilanova as
the Wildcats rambled for 330 of
their 333 total yards on the ground.
QB Dick Bedesem ran the wishbone
"as well as any quarterback in the
country today", mixing his plays
just enough to keep the BC defense
guessing. Vince Thompson,
Villanova's version of a mack truck,
powered his way to 124yards, only
16 less than the Eaglesrushing total.
Bedesem chipped in with 86.
Playing at home on a field that
resembled the lunar surface,
Viilanova drew first blood in the
early stages of the 2nd quarter with
a 31 yard field goal. On the ensuing
kick-off BC showed its first sign of
life, as Kelley Elias took it on his
own 5 yard line and streaked up the
middle with an excellent piece of
open field running to the VU 23. His
efforts were somewhat tarnished
when a clipping penalty brought it
back to the Wildcat 38. Playing with
musical backfields as he did
throughout the afternoon, Coach
Yukicka inserted Kenny Smith for
starter Joe O'Brien.
As if the strings have been
loosened, Smith came in firing, hitting Dave Zumbach for a first down
at the 23. Fate was to win out again,
as on the next play, Smith dropped
back to pass only to be smothered
for a 10 yard loss. From here, BC
had to settlefor a field goal attempt
from 50 yards that was wide. With
this, the coals were in the fire as
Viilanova clearly began to believe

by

an upset was possible. The Eagle
offense continued to sputter but the
defense remained infallible holdinp
the Wildcat offense to 88 first haii
yards. BC put what proved to be
their only points on the board with a
41 yard field goal by Tim Moorman, taking a 3-3 tic into the locker
room.
The defense could only take so
much. Coach Yukica put it aptly
saying, "Our defense was under a
lot of pressure out there. We were

unable to move the ball on offense
and your defense can only hang on
so long." "Only so long" proved to
be not long enough as the Wildcats
came out smoking in the second
half. The spirit of their defense
spread like a brush fire to their
offense. Stopping BC on a big
fourth and one, Bedesem and
Thompson took over and executed a
playbook perfect drive of 11 plays,
all on the ground, covering 68 yards
for the virtual winning score. After

holding a BC drive, the Wildcats
again drove settling this time for a
28 yard field goal. The Eagle tower
of strength began to melt under the
heat as in their next offensive series,
a Joe O'Brien pass was first
defelcted, then intercepted leaving a
gift-laden Viilanovaoffense with yet
another opportunity to make good,
and that they did.
For the third straight possession,
they drove into the Eagle defense
which by now was only a shell of its

strength. The result being a two play
50 yard TD with Thompson icing
the cake. Thus, the lid was sealed on
the game and Boston College was
insured a rapid departure from the
heights of the collegefootball scene.
For Viilanova, its been a long time
coming. This was their first victory
over the Eagles since 1969 and their
first on home soil since 1966.
Through the dark clouds, a few
rays of sun did manage to break
continued on S4

John Fouhy

An Even Record But They?re Still Winners

.

..
.

The setting might be a cramped locker room in the pits of
McHugh Forum rather than a seamy cabaret in Weimar Berlin.
The singer could be a sweat-stained soccer player instead of a
buxomy broad from New Yooork, New Yooork. But the feeling
behind the lyrics are still worth considering. ."Everybodyloves a
winner. .that's why nobody loves me. ."
No individual on the Boston College soccer team has, or
should, utter those words. Actually, they'd be the last ones to adthe feeling. After Saturday's frustrating 0-0 tic against
UMass, the team record stood at six wins, six losses and one tic.
For a team which compiled a 4-10-1 slate last year and blends five
freshmen into the starting lineup, this year, an even record does
not indicate a loser. An even record indicates a successful soccer
season, a turnaround, a turn for the better. .a turn away from second rate. And despite some wind-blown over-confidence, it still
does.
"Wait, hold on. .aaaagh!" says the loyal Eagle soccer fan,
"this team was once 6-1, top of the heap, the only conqueror of
King Babson. I mean they even got Barry Cadigan from the Globe
down here to little old BC for a look see."
Granted, the bare statistics are less than satisfying. In the last
six contests, the once potent offense has scored a total of one, you
saw it correctly, one goal. On the other hand, the defense, except
for a shaky performance against powerhouse UConn, has
remained rock solid giving goalie Dave Roache ample protection. .like, excuse me the Prudential Life Insurance Company.
Also, except for the UConn game, the coach and the players
have remained calm, level-headed and optimistic. The

.

.

"clubhouse" atmosphere is suprisingly supportive. During the losing streak, the players didn't get down on each other but remained
a close, partying team. ? \u25a0
Well then, what's the problem. Let me pull out my worn copy
of"The Game of Soccer: For the Feeble-minded." It says here,
"Question number one: How do you explain a frustrating season?
Answer: Don't try. But if you must, say it's a combination of
things."
It's a combination of things.
Boston College, a second division team, rolled up six quick wins
against the weaker divisional teams. Of course, the Eagles peaked
emotionally and physically for the early season game against
NCAA Division 3 champion Babson, and booted Babo butts so
badly that the Connecticut team hasn't lost another.
However, overconfidence has humbled giants. Simply, the
coach, Hans Westercamp, and diffusively, some of the players,
expected too much from the incredibly talented freshmen players.
Against the tough and experienced first division squads which
graced the second half of the schedule, the Eagles tried too hard,
became frustrated and consequently "blew" the best scoring
chances. Also, the expected key injuries and funny breaks occured
at the most inopportune times. The latter must be coped with for
a team to be successful. But, the tough schedule is the real
obstacle to hurdle and BC came up lame in the backstretch.
Look at it this way. The soccer players don't find motivation in
college scholarships, they don't even get a partisan crowd at a
home game. The soccer players' motivation comes strictly from
within. For that, as far as I'm concerned, they're winners.
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Ann Marie Lynch: M
by Doxie McCoy
Do you know anyone who has
played tennis with Andy Williams,
tumbled with Cathy Rigby, or

played basketball with former
Celtic, Mcl Graham? Very few have
been as fortunate to experience so
much. But if you walk into the
Sports Complex, you will find such

a person who in addition, has also

given tennis lessons to the Shrivers
and the Kennedys. Ann Marie
Lynch, BC Women's Varsity Tennis
Coach has been that fortunate,
because she loves people and loves
life in general.
Having parents who were tennis
professionals, Ann Marie began
playing tennis as a very young child.
She made her initial appearance in
tournaments when she was eleven
years old and by fourteen, she was
ranked number one in her age group
in New England. One of the biggest
accomplishments of her life was
winning the Canadian National
Doubles Tournament that same
year. This success, however, is not
Once again another huge crowd
which nu/nbered around 20 people unique to her family as one of her
was on hand to see the game. The two sisters is a nationally ranked
Brandeis supporters outnumbered tennis player and ranked number
Eagle rooters and warmed by a sufone in New England doubles.
ficient amount of antifreeze,
A native of Scituate,
responded vociferously.
Massachusetts, Ann Maire, "loves
The soccer team afterreachingthe tennis, coaching, and teaching." She
height of a 6-1 record have dropped began teaching tennis at sixteen,
five straight contests to level off at and during her senior year in high
.500. With three remaining school, she taught for 40 hours per
scheduled contests against UMass, week. At eighteen, she was the
Rhode Island, and Holy Cross the youngest women's varsity tennis
team will look to break out of the coach in the nation. Ann Marie
losing streak and end the season on says with convction, "I know I was
a positive note.
meant to teach tennis."

Stephanie
Martin

Tough "D." BC defendertrips up opponent and halts his advance

Soccer Drops Another One, 1-0
by Bob Dolan

As. the Boston- College Soccer

team faced Brandeis last Wednesday night they were hopingto break
out of a losing streak that had seen

them lose their last four games. As
it turned out Brandeis became the
sixth team to beat BC this season as
they scored a 1-0 victory at Alumni

Stadium.

At the start of the game the ac-

tion centered around midfield with
both teams feeling each other out.
Both teams probably wished they
were feeling the warmth of the
locker room as the temperature
hovered around freezing.
For the first twenty minutes or so
the play was pretty evenly divided
up between the two offensive zones,
with some good defensive work by
both teams. At the 26 minute mark
of the first half Mike Lichenstein
from Brandeis scored the game's
only goal. The shot from about ten
yards out, avoided BC goalie Dave
Roache and scooted past him into
the left corner of the net.

The only legitimate scoring
attempt in the first half was John
Lojek's shot from the right side.
Lojek had scooped up a looseball in
front of the Judge's goalie but
pushed his shot wide to the right.
The shots on goal for the first half
were fairly even as neither BC or
Brandeis could dominate the game.
The Brandeis goalie had 4 saves
while Dave Roache recorded three.
The second half saw both teams
come up empty although the action
warmed up despite the frigid conditions. However, Brandeis with
fluid passing in the offensive zone
had the edge in positional play.
Without two clutch saves by Dave
Roache in the second half, BC
would have dug a three goal hole,

She began her coaching career aW
BC in 1972. The Athletic Department, at first was skeptical about
her teaching students who would be
the same age or older than her.
she knew there would be no
problems and Anne Marie's squads
have responded well, this year's cdi-_
tion compiling a 10-1" record. Shealso teaches tennis and other exercises for the Boston Lobsters andthe Cohasset Tennis and Squash

Club.

But Ann Marie does not stop at,
tennis for her spectrum of activities.*
"The more I do, the better I feel,"
she says enthusiastically. Ann
Marie loves working with children
and realizes the need for better-?
children's programs. Her current
project in which she is most excited,
is the syndication of a series ofi
programs she ;has developed on
sports

for children. This past

summer two mini-pilots- were
produced by Channel Five,
Don Gillis and Adam Valone. Filming was done at the Sports

~

Complex.
Through teaching tennis, Ann
Marie has met many celebrities, including Lawrence Welk and his
familyTheybecameinterested in her
programs and are backing her efy>
forts. Because of her dynamic personality, Ann Marie received an invitation to Thanksgiving dinner last
year with the Welks in California."
"You must have contacts, unfortunately, to get what you want,"
observes Ann Marie, "I
meeting people anyway though."
Professionals such as Cathy

ti-Faceted, Energetic, Bubbly
f- and Mcl Graham have
ed their time to assist Ann
c in her various children's
ams by teachingin their areas
f&ertise. An Indian dancerNina
nd, taught the children Indian
and they were also taught
as jumping
t exercises such
Ann Marie says,"I believe in
ise." In addition, the children
id songs, played instruments,
vere involved in many fun ac-8 that made them use their
> and bodies.

interested in the programs,
most rewarding exices of Ann Marie's life mii a deaf and dumb little girl,
working with this child, seeing
:hieve the smallest amount of
ess in communicating was very
ing for Ann Marie.
le

of the

this week as they challenge the

defense

Water Polo Captures Top Ranking

always tough Hurricanes ofMiami.
Although the home squad can boast
only a 2-4 record, the Hurricanes
are an extremely strong team and
are certainly capable of defeating
the Eagles.
As has been their tradition,
Miami once again this year has had
the unenviable task of facing
perhaps the nation's toughest
schedule. Among their opponents so
far this season have been Colorado,
Nebraska and Pittsburgh and
following this Saturday's contest,
successively challenge Perm State,
Notre Dame, Florida and Houston.
Obviously, victories have been difficult to come by for Miami and
only a fool would not realize that to
the Hurricanes, the BC game certainly ranks as one of their best
chances to register a win.

In their six previous games Sue Napolitano who is one of the teams
has kept the scoring against BC to a best shooters.
minimum of 17 points, while the
The team will soon be closing out
pus?Women's Water Polo?which Eagle offense has exploded in many
has catapulted itself into the top of their encounters defeating their very successful season. The
ranking in New England with a Wellesley twice 13-3 and 7-2; MIT most important match is the New
season's record thus far of 6-0.
twice 11-1 and 9-3; UMass 14-4 and England Tournament which is
slated for November 7 from 9 am
This exciting team is coached by Radcliffe 10-4.
This year's squad has benefited until 5 pm at Harvard. With the
the very enthusiastic Sara Groden,
one of the stars of last year's team, from the increased participation and enthusiasm of their coach generated
and one of only two seniors to be interest of the freshman class. As throughout the team I don't see how
lost to the team through graduation Groden says "having so many at they can miss!
practice helps us, because with more
last year.
In their most recent contest last players we can have scrimmages
Monday evening against Radcliffe, during almostevery practice. .losts
the Eagles totally destroyed the of contact. .is needed for game exCliffies 10-4. The victory was BC's perience."
sixth straight win in the New
England league which is comprised
At this point the Eagles highest
of: UMass, BU, Brown, Radcliffee, scorer is Kirn Morahan. The CoMIT, and Wellesley.
Captains are junior Nancy Brennan
Coach Groden notes "We are a who controls the offense, and senior
very defensive team, and sometimes Trisha Herlihy. Marty Long is the
that can get us in foul trouble easily, teams best defenseman, and
but right now, we are the best team MaryEllen Sullivan defensively,
in New England, and most impor"can contain her "man" really
tantly our support is growing fast. well" according to her coach.
Last year our league had just four
teams, we now have seven, and two
Groden continued, "our best
more teams will be added this player is sophomore Janille
Blackburn who handles the defense.
spring."
One of the real strengths of this In our first game against Wellesley
team is their goalie, junior Sue she kept their All-American
Weyrauch. Coach Groden says: scoreless throughout the game." By
"Sue is fantastic, we never had a using a "shadow" technique, Janille
really good goaliebefore, and Sue is draws a specialassignment of defenone'ofthe top scoreres in our league ding the opponents top offensive
because ofall the assists she makes threat. In the latest contest, she
during the games. This past fall, Sue shutout a Radcliffe All-American.
Rounding out the starting line-up
made more saves than any other
is second year starter Felice
previous Eagle goalie."
Joe O'Brien alludes Viilanova during 22-3 upset.
by Jane McCarthy
There is yet another exciting
women's undefeated team on cam-

. .

Martin

Stephanie

Last year, the Eagles manhandled']
a predominantly underclassmen
Miami squad in recording one of

their most impressive victories of
the campaign, 21-7. However,

inexperienced players are now one
year older and have developed into
capable of conj,seasoned
peting with anyone. Also, Coach
Carl Selmer is now in his second
season as head coach, thus giving
the Hurricanes a full year of experimentation under a new system.
Defensively, Miami has been excellent all year and the Eagles may
have difficulty moving the ball. Thg ]
mainstay of the Hurricane defense
is senior defensive tackle, Eddie

*"

Ewards. Selected as "Southeastern
Defensive Player of the Week" afteg

Miami's 49-0 thrashing over Texas
Christian, Edwards is a fast, mobile

Miami
rmer who simply does not
a mistake. Two returning
-nen, Don Latimer and Dennis
ncr combine with Edwards to
an extremely representative
iive front wall. Also, with two
ns, Gregg Wallick and Craig
;n, bolstering the

linebacking

and seven returning lettermen
: secondary, opponents have
difficulty all season placing
on the scoreboard.

the offense, Miami offers a
nd talented backfield that is
:ially dangerous as evidenced
:ir 49 - point outburst against
Ottis Anderson, a sophomore
/as Miami's leading rusher as
hman last year, has lightning
and is an exciting runner to
Fullback Woody Bennett
'ingback Larry Cain are also

.

>sive runners from the
cane's I-formation. Although
i is strong with the run, their
g game has been inconsistent
) inexperience at quarterback,
the Hurricanes have scored
II season greatly because of a
:ffective offensive line, led by
:s Bob O'Gara and Larry
1, both returning lettermen.

: their ability to rebound from
:lly

key to victory for the Eagles

listless snowing against an
ilded Viilanova squad. In losthe Wildcats, if BC is to have
aspirations, they
win each remaining contest
3 so convincingly. Miami will
sly challenge the Eagles this
lay and only an inspired ef'ill bring home a victory for
iost-season

yer, a performance similar to
gainst Viilanova will not only
in a loss but most probably,
harassment.

improve their own skills as well as
the skills of the team. Martha
Moorehead commented "Everyone
gets along well and is willing to help
all the others improve their games
which is important to any team."

.

Marie worked with handed children for many years,
ecalls a child in one of the
imS who had had open heart
y, and one who had only three
>n one foot. She encouraged
parents to let them participate
te their handicaps. The
srs who have worked for the
of the handicapped also
i

elping people live up to their
tial is how I as a professional
p to mine," is the philosophy
in Marie Lynch. Wednesday
ill be sworn in as a memberof
overnor's Council on Physical
is, just another example which
s she means exactly that.

Women?s Tennis: A
Day In The Spotlight
by Scan Mulcahy
Had Charlie Finley been the
owner of the women's tennis team,
the entire roster would have been
traded after this season. Why?
Mainly because it has long been Mr.
Finley's philosophy that once your
players have a great season, disregard all previous efforts and sell
them for peanuts. Well, previous efforts of this year's women's tennis
team will not receive similar treat-

:

Eagles Seek To Rebound Again

which because of the cold, would
have been impossible to overcome. by Jim Catapano
With new life, the BC forwards
Following a disastrous journey to
vainly sought to tic the score but Pennsylvania, the Boston College
were stymied by the strong Brandeis Eagles take to the road once again

S2-S3

Martin
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Martha is an excellent exampleof
the winning attitude present on the
team. Her consistent strokes took
the pressure off the younger
members of the team and set an exment.
ample to be followed. She helped
Women's tennis is here to stay Maria Cosentino. Perhaps the most
and win and win. .The squad confident member of the team, Lisa
coached by Anne Marie Lynch constantly Amazed this writer with
made winning predictable. Winningher determiniation and hustle. Her
eleven of twelve matches and taking opponents must have found this
62 of 77 sets are dominating constant retrieving of apparent
statistics. However statistics do not winners as nerve-racking because
make a winnner, athletes do. The they consistently lost.
athletes of this team have a common
component which makes them '; How about the doubles team of
winners: an infectious attitude.
Kathy Philbin and Maura Nolan?
For example, how often do you These two players had never played
see a team stay out and practice for together before this season but still
another hour after winning a match? demolished nearly every opponent.
Not often, not ever, never. Unlike A typical scene was the exhileration
many athletic programs, tennis of two BU players who during a
practice was not the drudgery that match against Kathy tand Maurai,
had to be tolerated to improve physically expressed joy as they
match play. For team members, avoided a double shut out.
practice was enjoyable. Credit
Coach Anne Marie Lynch who
The team rushed through ten
didn't rule with an iron fist but straight opponents before being
allowed a relaxed atmosphere filled stopped by perennial power Brown,
with patient support and coaching. a teamwhich has scholarship players.
The girls were very responsive to This close loss ended the dream of a
this type of player-coach perfect season but it can't dull the
relationship. They worked harder to achievements of a team effort. The
team-work that contributed to this
season's success was a beautiful
thing to watch. It cannot be written
down as a formula for future teams
but that does not mean we should
overlook it. Nor should we put it in
The Boston College soccer team and the University of Massachusetts played to a 0-0 tic in a Saturday
microscopic print on the fourth page
afternoon contest at Alumni Stadium. With the deadlock, the Eagle record remained at .500 with a 6-6-1
of the sports section juxtaposed lo ;i
log though it did bring the BC losing streak to an end at five games. However, it extended their winless
football jumpißather, hard working
skein to six consecutive contests during which the Eagles have scored only one goal.
and successful athletes deserve a day
in the spotlight, and for the
membersof the women's team, that
day has come.

Eagles Stop Losing Streak At Five

Rugby: Fierce, Competitive But Still A Game
by Paul Cahill

A 68 Chevy Impala leads the
caravan winding its way toward
Cortland New York. After a five
hour excursion on the backroads a
rather weary group of dedicated
athletes unpile. They shed the denim
and don the maroon and gold stripes
to compete in an intense game
called rugby. The action is one
bruising, non-stop momentous
charge from the physical battering
to the forward line to the passing
offensive drives that range from
fluid to erratic but always contain
that explosive element. Soon the
whistles are silenced as the game is
over. But something unusual is
happening here. No one departs
with the bitter taste of an agonizing
defeat. Rather the teams exchange
congratulations as an athletic event
evolves into a social gathering. The
kegs are tapped as the contest is put
behind these athletes as they enjoy
each others company striking up
friendships around this common
bond of rugby.
"Commardarie" is the term
Michael (Bear) Brennan uses to
describe it. One won't find the
egocentric headline seeking athlete
in the midst of this collegiateteam.
The nature of the sport demands a
united effort. For without it the
chain is broken, the flow is
stagnated and the potential score is
no longerrealizable.
Rugby at Boston College maintains the status of club sport. Trips

to Cortland or across the

Charles

are arranged and funded by the
members of the rugby team. While
the status of a club sport can
generate enthusiasm from participants who know that they
achieve what they do on their own,
it also works detrimentally. The
original turnout for rugby was
tremendous. But as Bear pointed
out that when one discovers he'll
have to make an original investment
of forty-five dollars for equipment
he's more apt to turn toward other
extracurricular activities.
This motley rugby crew at BC is
directed by Mr. Ken Bailey, a man

who devotes his time and energy let for the inner frustrations of V
simply for the love of the game and registration line or a detestable
desire to see the development of meticulous midterm. There are no
quality talent on the field. Tom distinctions on this team between
Nealon expressed his feelings about the freshman and the seniors.
the coach in words that reflect most Everybody helps one another out
players thoughts. "Ken Dailey is an and anybodywilling to work at it is
exceptional man.
He's encouraged to learn the finer points
knowledgable, selfless, inex- of the game.
haustable.
For all its enjoyment Wayne
Tom finds rugby to be a great Moss also brought to light a few
diversion from the atmosphere of frustrations of playing rugby at
acadamia. - an opportunity to meet Boston College. "It seems that the
a great bunch of guys and strike up Athletic Department views us as a
some good friendships. Frank rowdy bunch bent on destruction."
Tessitore shares the feeling that According to Wayne the Athletic
rugby has provided for him an outDirector is often less than
cooperative in alloting playing time
for Rugby on BC's fields. Thus the
team is forced to practice on St.
John's Seminary field throughout
the course of the season.

Everybody plays on either the A
B or C team on any given day. This
club emphasizes participation.They
play to win but do not feel any
pressure of performing to reach
their maximum potential. The participants form a community of people that approach a game in the
1 proper perspective. It is not the be
and end all. It is a game highly
? all
competitive, physically straining,
emotionally stimulating and psychologically rewarding but still a
game. And after that final rush upfield it is left behind for the con-

Stephanie

Martin
iBC runners found littleroom all day as Viilanova clawed to 22-3 victory.

-

-

gratulatory raisinjtef a frosty mug

amongst friends.
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Soccer Competitive DespiteLog
continued from SI

WOMEN'S SOCCER
There are many ways a school
can tell a team that it is not wanted.
For example, they can put Ex-Lax
in the teams gatorade, and the
school can see that the team's uniforms are washed with heavy
starch. Another moredirect way occured while I was watching thepractice of the women's soccer team.
The girls were on -the field at 9:30,
ready to go when the lights went out
and the field was bathed in freezing
nothingness.
As I was standing there in the
dark I realized that the entire BC
community is probably in the dark
over the women's soccer team. The
sport, in only its second year of existence, is together because of the efforts of two girls, co-captainsKathy
Kane and Nancy Arrix. Kathy says,
"My freshman and sophomore year
I wasn't brave enought to bring up
the idea but my junior year I called
Nancy to see if she was interested,
and it just grewfrom there."
So far the team possesses a 1-4
record with the lone win coming
against Harvard. Volunteer coach
John McCrudder says, "Most of the
schools we play have had soccer
programs in effect for at least three
Un.bedWay

®

Of Mas&Bay

.,

years, and its hard to be competitive
agaisnt them but right now I can say
we.are a competitive team. They are
pretty young so if they stick
together they're going to get really
good. Right now the improvement
that they have shown is incredible."
The girls are especially thrilled
about a game they play today
against Vale in the Vale Bowl.
The future of women's soccer
seems to be fairly sound. However,
it is still on a year to year basis

..

continued from SI
through. Neil Green saw brief action, his first since Texas. .Dave
Zumbach made his 100th career
reception in a BC uniform. .The
defense still has not allowed a point
to any opponent in the first
quarter. .Bob Watts and Pete

.

.

Cronan continued to excel while
freshman Mike Mayock had his
best game as an Eagle at safety
(Nine tackles, one pass deflection. .and Bob Walton continued
to sky his punts.
It's true that the Eagles left their

v
t
...the
United Way currently provides a needed and
effective vehicle to express our charity to those less forlunate. I would simply like to express my encouragement

each member of the Boston College community to
contribute according to his or her means to the needy
through this United Way of giving."
J. Donald Monan. SJ

Last year nearly half of BC's employees contributed to the United Way
campaign. This year's goal is 100% participation. Faculty, staff and
administrators-Don't forget that this year's BC campaign ends Friday,
November s.Please give to the United Way-Give what you can:No donation too small.
STUDENTS:A United Way Fund Drive and film showing will take place
Tuesday, Nov 2 and Wednesday, Nov. 3 from 9-4 in McElroyLobby. Drop
by oir table and pick up some literature. Remember, no donation is too
small!

A total Boston College
community effortThat's our goal!
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Are you Interested in Basketball?
Established team in the men's
Newton League needs good
basketball player. If interested,
please call Joe at 899-2262.

D.B.F.C.Chauffeurs Unlimited
Need a ride to or pick up a friend
from airport, train station or bus
station? We drive anytime. WE
OFFER LOW LOW RATES!
BC Students helping BC Students.
Call 24 hours in advance
566-0820
LOVE imaginativelyexpressed in...
Dazzling Diamonds
GlimmeringGold
PreciousPlatinum

DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS
FACULTY & STAFF
Grade A Quality DiamondsOnly:
3
'/« CT. $75
/a CT. $495
'ACT. $250
ICT. $695
array of magniflcant diamond

from showroom. Sand $1 for color
catalog to SMA Diamond Importara,
Inc., Box 42, Fanwood. N.J. 07023
(indicate name of school) or call
(201) 964 7975, (212) 682-3390,
(216) LO3 1848 or (609) 779 1050
for location of showroom neareat

Uave

Moreau

Side out and rotate! Volleyballers currently sport 6-3 record.

Pharmaceutical Sales
Trainee
Boston Area
BEECHAM LABORATORIES is lookinf for a person who is
immediately available and possesses:
? A college degree
? A background of academic, personal and work success.
? A genuine aptitude for sales and the ability to master the
necessary medical product knowledge needed to call on
Physicians, Pharmacists and Hospitals to sell our ethical pharmiceuticals.
BEECHAM LABORATORIES is: An International Pharmaceutical Company with productive research and a dynamic
marketing program.
BEECHAM LABORATORIES OFFERS YOU:
? Supervised training
? Career development
? Company car & benefits.
? Excellent salary and bonus
If you are immediately available and have the above
qualifications, please forward resume to:
Personal Manager
BEECHAM LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 868
Bristol, Tennessee 37620
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Minorities and Females are encouraged to apply.

you.

OCAT
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NATIONAL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
?

hopes for a bowl and a national
ranking on the turf at Viilanova.
Hopefully with a measure of team
pride they will not lie down and play
dead.

angagamant & wadding ringa...fully
guaranteed...up to 50% discount by
buying direct from laading diamond
importer Purchaie by mail, phone or

Over 38 years of experience and success. Sfnall classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.
?

When you are a member of an
emerging sport and especially a
women's sport, you have to get used
to suffering through the dark ages
periodically, but co-captain Kathy
has assured me that the uniforms
are washed without starch.

Vast

There IS a difference!!!

GMAT

timistically, "Pretty soon I think
you'll see girls playing soccer rather
than playing field hockey."

Bowl Bid Hampered In Upset

for

/

whether there is or is not a team.

Coach McCrudder says op-

FLEX

Flexible Programs and Hours

MEMORANDUM
paid political advertisement
Community
To: The Boston College
From: Paul A. Fitzgerald, S.J., Secretary of the University
Re: Flat Rate Referendum, Question jfl

W

On November 2, Massachusetts voters will be asked to approve Initiative Question #7, which would require electrical companies to charge a uniform rate for
each kilowatt of electricity.

Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities mmmm^mi^r

The effect of this legislation would be to raise the rates paid by large users and
lower those paid by small users.

Call or write us at:
25 Huntington Aye.
Boston, 02116
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TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
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ZOI-513U

SCUBA LESSONS
at the Rec. Complex
24 hours of lecture and pool work
AH equipment supplied

Next class starts November 14
Call

862-6969
891-4796

The majority of large users are either businesses or units of government. The
former will pass higher electric rates on in the form of higher prices; the latter
will pass them on as higher taxes. The small consumer of electricity is almost certain to lose through higher prices and taxes what he gains through lower electric
rates.

Boston College has made a serious effort to reduce energy consumption over the
past three years. The University now pays approximately $1 million for the cost
of electricity each year. If Referendum #7 is approved by the voters, a 30% increase in the cost of electricity will result; i.e. approximately $300,000. This increase could only be met through a significant cutback in other areas, a further
increase in tuition or a combination of both.

